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THE LAS VEGAS
VOL.

XXV11.

LAH

the ensuing yeur on the cliy central
committee. Mr. Ixuenzen presided a
the chairman of the meeting, while
the minutes were taken down by Mr.
Brefeld as secretary.
memDr. H. M. Smith, the
ber of the board of education, who
is the republican uomineu for reelection was endorse'',
The following resolutions were
passed:
That all
Resolved:
delegates
from this ward hereafter seievieo o
the democratic city convention, to be
held on the 2Stb Inst., be uninstnr-eas to candidate; but empoed
by this resolution, to mmport the
agreement made between the two political party committees as to nomi-

DEuOCRATS

1D

(AVE

VEGAS,

Action of City Central Committee
. in
Joining Forces With Repub-

d

licans.

WEDGES DAY EVENING, MAHCII

NEW MEXICO,

Hie

III IIEl'l YORK TODAY
Life in Toils on War-

of Habeas Corpus Applied for by Defendant's Counsel.

Thut all vacancies of
Resolved:
New York, March 28. George
W.
office oecuring by resignation or oth- Perkins, a member
the firm of J.
erwise, be filled by the democratic city P. Morgan & company, und formerly
convention to be held on March 28th,
of the New York Life
1906.
Insurance company, was technically
on a warrant
Third Ward.
placed under arrest
J. W. Luca, and P. (D. McElroy charging grand larceny In the first dewere respectively chairman and secre- gree. Tbe warrant was issued by
tary of the third ward primary. The Magistrate Joseph Moss. Before Mr.
five delegates who were appointed for Perkins was arraigned, his counsel apthe city convention from this ward plied to Justice Qreenbaum, . In the
go untnstructed as to nominees for supreme court for a writ of habeas
city clerk and city treasurer, but are corpus, directing tbe production of
instructed to abide by the agreement Perkins before Greenbaum. The writ
'
made by the democratic and republi- was granted.
case
takes
This
the
proceeding
can city central committees regardt
Kan tricket to be com- from the jurisdiction of tbe magising a
and carries it directly to the
posed in manner decided upon at joint trate
court, which, however, Is not
supreme
meeting of the central committeemen
court in the state, there
the
highest
For
of the two political parties.
sn appellate division and) a
alderman, J. K. Martin was nominat- being
to which
ed unanimously and C. C. Robbing court of appeals still higher,
was nominated by unanimous choice the case might be appealed. Perkins
was arrested' by a detective from
for the school bottrd.
office of the district attorney.
the
The delegates who will represent
When Magistrate Moss adjourned
the ward at the city convention to court at
noon, he said he was waitbe held this evening are D W. Confor Perkins to be brought before
ing
don. H. P. Brown. J. W. Lucas, Euthat court, but he had not appeared.
gene McElroy and Vic. Abes 11.
in which Perkins askIn the
Lucas and P. D. McElroy were ed for petition
a writ of babeas corpus, he
named as theiclty committeemen.
declared he "was imprisoned and reThere were somewhat nf fight ov- strained of
by the .detective
er the adoption of resolutions wheth- and that he liberty"
Is not committed' by Judger or not to have the delegates to ment of any tribunal.
tD6 city convention go intruded in re- District Attorney Confers
gard to candidates for various city
New York March 28. District At
offices, but it was decided by a vate torney Jerome held a conference with
that the delegates should go
Police Magistrate Moss and Justice
No nominations were considered for either city clerk or city
treasurer, although no objection was
raised regarding the

Even-

vice-preside-

TAemocrats of the cltv held their
primary elections. lat, night and the

ward caucuses endorsed the action
of the democratic city central committee ,1a entering into an agreement
with
the
republican
on
central
committee
city
fusion or nonpartisan ticket. The
primaries of the first and fourth ward
were held at the Douglas school wmie
the democrats of the second and third
ward gathered in caucus at the city
hall. There was a Stent in two of
the wards on the matter of sending
instructed delegates to the democratic
city convention at the city hall this
evening.
' In tb eallotment o
flhe city offlct-- as
per agreement between the democratic and republican central
the democrats have the privilege to nominate the city clerk and city
treasurer as well as aldermen in tw.
of the wards. City Clerk Tamme js
a democrat and there is no objection
of
'to hia reflection on the
enner repuoiicans or
imocrai9.
com-juittee-

;

non-par-

.

s

J--

prt

lnere is some objection However

"

,to

the renomination of City Treasurer
Perry. Mr. Perry was elected to office on a citizens' ticket and it is
stated that he is an avowea republican. Such being the case the democrats generally are adverse to having
him placed on the ticket since nomi- of City Clerk Tamme.
nation is equivalant to election.
Fourth Ward.
First Ward.
In the fourth ward there Was litTfce first ward primary organized tle left for
.'; 4tmocr4fr' to do aside
with George H. Hunker as chairman from the appointing of
delegates to
and N. S. Belden as chairman. It the city convention and naming mem- was voted to accept the action of the hers of the central committee. In the
democratic city central committee m division of the spoils the fourh ward
entering into an agreement with the was given over to the republcans.
On motion which was duly second-derepublican city central committee for
a division of the city office!'.- - on a
and carried unanimously W. G.
fusion ticket The delegates selected Haydon was selected as chairman and
for the city convention wero instruct Col. A. S. Tavlor as secretary of the
ed to vote for K. D. Goodall for maj- meeting. The first business taken up
or and Charles Tamme for city clek was the appointment of the city cen
They were uninstructed however as to tral committeemen. Col. Taylor and
a candidate for city treasurer.
p. a. Manzanares being named to rep-. Nolan was nominated
for resent the ward for the ensuing year,
P.
alderman to serve four year while! Major W. A. Gi vans Introduced the
N. S. Belden was nominated n a following resolutions which were
to serve out the unexpired ed unanimously:
term of T. M. Elwnl. J. R. Smith j Resolved that the action of the
the presen member of the first ward democratic city central committee
declining to serve another term. Chris j entering Into an agreement with
Wlegand was chosen as the represen-- ' the republican city central committee
tative of the ward for the educational for a division of the offices to be fT
x ed at the ensuing
body.
city electlob we tuid
Delegates for the city convention the same is hereby approved and
were appointed as follovs? A. A. (ratified.
'
Maloney, IA1 Davis, N. S, Belden, " Tnat the delegates chosen at this
James O'Byrne, J. R. Smith, P. F. primary be and they are hereby
Patrick Purcell, B. F. McGulre. structed to vote for the nomluatlon
Fred Westerman, Chris Wlegand. O. 0f the mayor selected by the republl-H- .
Hunker and J. R. Smith were placed can8 at their city convention.
in Domination and unanimously tlect
That said delegates at the convened as member of the citv central tion to be held by the democrats for
committee for the next campaign.
the nomination of city officers, ' be
Resolutions were passed at the and they are hereby instructed to
meeting as follows:
vote for Charles Tamme for clerk
Resolved that the action of the and C. E. Perry for city treasurer.
democratic city central committee In
The nomination of A. T. Rogers
entering Into an agreement with , tb as councilman from the. fourth ward
republican city central committee for was ratified, as was also the nomina division of the office 0 be filled ation of Dr. B. D. Black as a member
at the ensuing city election be and of the board of education.
the same is hereby approved and
The following were elected as deleratified.
gates from the ward to the city conThat the delegates chosen at this vention: A. S. Taylor. W. A. Given,
primary be and they are hereby In- T. C. Evans. A. J. Wertz. W. O. Haystructed to vote for the nomination don, F. A, Manzanares F. J. Gehring.
of the mayor selected by tne repuoii- Pablo Padllla- - J. M. Bustos. Adelaldo
cans at their city convention.
Sedlllo.
Thst. the
at fhe convenA motion was made and carried to
tion to he held by the democrats for the effect that the ten delegate or
the nomination of city officers be those present at the city convention
and they are beret Instructed to vote should cast the full vote of the five
for Charles Tamme for clerk.
delegates allotted to each ward, that
Second Ward.
Is the ten delegates selected should
Thm
bavins been given have one half vote each.
the privilege of naming the alderman
and member of the school board from BROOIE L. DUKE
SECURES DIVORCE
the second ward the democrats gath-rm- i
in caucus there had to contec'
New
28. Drodie !
March
themselves with the annotating of Duke, aYork,
relative of the president of
their delegates to the cltv conven- the American Tobacco company, to
tion and oelectlon of three members day was granted a divorce from his
of the city central committee.
wife. AliC( Webb Dtike. whom he mar
The delegates to thecitv convention rled In this city In December, 1904
William Dukes marriage to Miss Alice Webb
were named as follows:
C.
II.
Brefeld.
Fred
Coin,
Smith, H. was follewed by a scrips of sensation
Larenien, and Dr. C. C. Gordon. Dr at events In which an unsuccessful ef
Gordon. Mr. Brefeld and Mr. Buck, fort was made by relative of Duke to
fir, will represent the ward during have Mm placed in an Insane asylum.
unin-structe-

Arguments Postponed.
Perkins appeured before
Judge Greenbaum, his counsel asked
leave to demur to the writ and have
the argument postponed, JudKe Greenbaum agreed to have argument on the
writ postponed until Friday.
The allegation In the warrant was
based on the transfer of $48,702 of
funds belonging to the Insurance company to Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer
of the republican national committee
in 1904. it is charged that Perkins
received the money from the insurance company and paid it to Bliss.
The arrest of Perkins and the subsequent Issuance of a writ of habeas
corpus, will have the effect of having
the highest courts of the state pass
on .the legality of campaign contributions by insurance companies. Much
attention, was directed to this matter
at the recent legislative insurance Investigation and it was shown that
several of the larger companies on
more than one occasion
contributed
such funds.
'
Insurance Bill Passes.
2$.
insurThe
Albany, N. Y., March
ance bill (tostponing the Mutual tactions until November 15. was passed
When

in

tbt stenate unanimously.

New Mexico and Arizona
May Decide For Themselves

That's How It Looks at Long 'Range. Territories
To Decide for Themselves.

Good News

From Washington.

"

--

,

dletes

A

MID

Washington, March 28. That" the senate and house will reach
a compromise agreement on thetatebood .bill, which will permit
Arizona and New Mexico each to decide for themselves the question their admission as one state, seems the correct conclusion
from present indications. The conferees met today for the second
time, and while the session was devoted to what are termed minor Amendments, there are indications that a basis of agreement on
the chief question is suggesting Itself naturally, and will result In
the restriction of Arizona and New Mexico to the bill with the
opposed
Foraker5 amendment. Inquiry among those senators who
the original bouse bill indicates that they; will accept this com- -

SHOOTS

8WEATHEART
AND RIVAL SUITOR.

Dallas,

Tex., March

28.

Will

T.

Walker waylaid Grover Record and
Myrtle Smith last night as they were
returning from a skating rink. He
shot both and then killed himself.
The victims will probably recover.
Jealously Is attributed as the cause,
although the two men had previously
been friendly In their rivalry.

Italians In a

Fierce Fight
Six Mutilated Bodies

found in Lodjinj

House.

Minneapolis, Minn., March 2S. Six
Italians, victims of a terrible battle
with knives, were found dead in an
Italian lodging house here today. Whe
the police discovered the crime today
the place bore evidence of a struggle
In which it is believed at least twelve
men participated. None of the bod
leg have been Identified an neighbors
deny any knowledge of the affair.
Mafia Suspected.
It is lielieved

nine of

the men con

stltuted the Mafia, M,wer&,!w$:cbln$
for men marked for . murder. They
occupied the house for some time, und
last night there were three new faces.
About midnight the fight started and
shortly after six men were seen to
The dead men were mutilated but
not robbed, and this leads the police
to believe the wholesale
slaughter
was tbe fiendish work of the Mafia.
The room In which the bodies were
found resembling an abattoir, the victims lying in pools of blood which
flowed from gaping knife wounds.

Santa Fe Has

Another Wreck

'

'

promise.

Senate Amendments.
amendment defining the
senate
The
limits of prohibition In. Oklahoma Is
regarded as the result of a general
agreement among all parties Interestthere
Likewise
ed and la so accepted.
Mini to be little objection to tne
senate provision allowing la lieu of
school lands to be selected In place
of school lands found to be mineral
lands. Other senate amendments are
to be considered Friday.

Pitiful Story.
..

tii.

Lincoln, Neb., March 28. Three Rev. John L Brandt Offers Reward ot
spans on tfce south channel of the
$5C0 for Arrtit pf Man Who Robbed
Platte river bridge of Sioux City and
Hit Daughter.
Western Railroad have been washed
out by the flood. Traffic Is completely paralyzed on this line.
Danger
from Ice gorges at other places U reBrandt was
Mlsg Nina Virginia
ported.
drugged and robbed In 8t. Louis be

leave.

d

n,

March

.

'

'

2K. Water
rose over, eleven
RODDED
early today broke
the business dW
trlit of Waterloo. Hundreds of fami
lies are homeles aud the railroads
are tied up. Cedar Fulls reports a
similar disaster, with 200 faiuillea ren- Miss Nina V. Brandt, With Sobs
dered homeless then.
,
and Tears, Tells Father Her '

Waterloo,, Iowa,
the Cedar liver
feet last night and
the levee, flooding
In

THREE SPANS OF
BRIDGE WASHED OUT.

ut
DowlJng of the supreme court
which it is reported Jerome secured
either a warrant for the arrest of a
prominent official of one of tbe big
life insurance companies, or a sum
mons to appear in John Doe proceedings.

II1T0

H, DIKED

IN IOWA TOWNS.

nees.
Democratic Cry Convention This
ing Will Fill Remaining
Office.

government enterpiiso,

TUMI

FLOOD DISASTERS

GRAND LAflCEflY CHARGE

Former Vice President of New York
rant Issued by Magistrate Moss-- Writ

NO. 122

18, liKM

uhtlt) the Pathfinder dam is being
built, bus bevii waxhtHl awny an 1 will
serloiiHly Interrupt the completion of

PERKINS ARRESTED Oil

nrnt

PRIMARIES

DAILY OPTIC

Ryeri Crash Together at Switching StaRulee Committee Repots.
tion in Ariiona.
The committee on rules today re
ported favorably the special order In
traduced by Tawney yesterday provld
ing for the elimination of points of
Ashfork, Aria., March 28. Califororder against the legislative approprl nia limited No. 3, west-bounaM
atlon Mil, and restoring the para Atlantic express No. 2, east-boungraphs heretofore stricken out
two of tbe fastest trains on the Santa
Rate BUI Still Considered.
Fe system, met In a head end colli
Washington, March 2S. The senate slon at Cosnlno, a switching station
today continued its consideration of near

fore leaving that city. 8he cashed a
check for 1288.50 at the MIssourtLln-col- n
Trust company anaV Immediately
stepped into the ladles' waiting room
and divided the money and placed
part of It 1n each stocking and then
went out on the street corner to 'wait
for a car.
Just then a cab drove rapidly up to
the curb and a man stepped out and
seised her violently and shoved Iter
Into tbe carriage, When she screamed
he struck her over the head and she
knew nothing more until she Awoke
and found herself lying on a bed In
an lllsmelllng room. She thought Immediately of her money and reached
down to her stockings and found one
roll of bills missing, but the other
was buried beneath a chamois skin
powder bag andi her handkerchief
and bad not been found.
She (daggered out of the room and
found herself on Olive street near
Fourteenth, the wickedest district la
the city. She remembers nothing '
more connectedly. This is the etory t
she told her father on his arrival last evening, which she withheld from
every one else..-?'Rev. Dr. John L. Brandt arrived on
No. 9 last evening In company with
Assistant Circuit Attorney Dan C.
Summers, His first words were "How
Is Nina?" when he met Marshal War J
and he was taken immediately to the
La Pension.
; On entering his daughter's room nhe
faya to him and. wept on hie sboulder.rV
and told her pitiful story. She was
pleased to see him and' willing to accompany him but did not desire to go '
back to St. Louis, at least not ot
present.
She told him that she did hot remember of purchasing mourning or
of buying a ticket, and she did not
know where she was going. Her only
desire was to escape as ahe was
possessed with the strange Illusion
that sbe had thousands anl thousands
of dollars which she was to give to
some one and others were after her
to take away the money.
,
She says Bhe forgot her home, the
names of tbe members of the family and at Kansas City she did not
"
even know her own name.
She has no remembrance of what
became of her original ticket, but any"
that she heard several fellow passengers speak of San Diego and decided
that that was her destination and
bought another ticket for that point.
She remembers nothing of plans to
go to Japan although she had Con
o
ductor.Lawrence to wire to San
for n berth and he secured for
ber a first class passage on the Corsair, sailing from 'Frisco on. Wednesd.,

.

;

.

,

Fran-Cisc-

ay-

She recognised the man who robbed
Flagstaff, at nine o'clock last
the railroad rate bill, the principal night. No one was killed, but fifteen her and declares that ahe would recognise his face among n million.
"
speech being made by Knox.
passengers are known to Jiave been
She does not know hla name, hut at
Injured.
different times, when with companStill
ions, she had pointed him oat as a
man she hated because he
Las
fice ed her. She also recognisedhadthefollowcab.

Trying to

Disastrous Fire

At Johnstown

Vegas Postof

Break Deadlock

(Special to The Optic.)
Washington, March 28. The post
office question at Las Vegas will not
be settled until an Inspector has been
sent to that city to report fully upon
conditions and upon the Justest and
most desirable legal method of settling
It. The Inspector has been Instructed
to arrange for the- consolidation
scheme if possible.
The department
will not under any conditions tolerate
two
Vegnses and it wishes to
keep the free delivery In both city and
town.
It Is admitted that by the
court findings the town of Las Vegas
must have a postoffice. , The depart
ment now favors one central post of
WEATHER FORECASTS
flee with a branch in the business secFOR ENTIRE MONTH.
tion of both elty and town. This arx
28 Willis
rangement will permit of the retenNew York. March
tion of the free delivery system In
at
bureau
of
weather
the
chlf
the town and It is believed will be fair
at
last
announced
night
Washington,
to both sides.
assoclaa dinner, that the Maritime
Casper, WyofMarch 28 The North
tion weather bureau would in a few piatte river lOisIng at an alarmlna
It is 'reported bere that the
months probably be Issuing forecasts rate.
New York Money.
for the whole month. He said h had! great diversion dam at Alvova. erectd
New York, March 28. Money on
me llme.tiy thfl reclamation eervlce as a tern- - call firm, 4
been working on the Idea
prime mercantile
not
are
snd details
yet eompletwl.
porary structure to divert the water paper &fa5 12; silver 64 7 8.
Johnstown, Pa., March 28. For
three hours Immediately after midJohnstown's
night this morning.
business section was threatened with
destruction by fire, which was only
placed under control after it had
practically burned Itself out, causing
a lose, estimated at $800,000 and the
death of Fireman Wm, Campbell, who
was caught under a falling wall. It
is also reported that C. H.
a telegraph operator, is
Santa-mourmis-In-

s,

Indianapolis, Ind., March 28. The
conference of the bituminous
Joint
coal operators and miners of the central competitive district met today In
what Is generally understood to be
the final effort' to reach an agreement
on the wage scale In Illinois Indiana, Ohio, and western Pennsylvania.
Since the adjournment yesterday no
move has been made by either lde
and the deadlock apparently ,1s as
firm as at any previous time. There
are yet no4 Indications that a strike
can be averted.
,

Flood Damage
at

Over Country
1.

1-

man. .
Mr. Brandt has offered

,

a reward of

500 for the arrest of the man who
robbed his daughter, and says he will
search every foot of St. Louis In bis
efforts to bring tbe man to Justice.
Since his arrival here he has received several telegrams from 8t.Lou-Is- ,
stating that several members of
his congregation bad passed Miss
Brandt on Olive street, but she seem
ed in a nurry and they did not stop
her.- - ;'.'..

Mr. Brandt says

,

that he believes hi 4 '

daughter's story Implicitly without
and states that there was
absolutely no reason for the girl leav.
Ing home if she had not been temporarily erased by blows and fright
Dr. Brandt and daughter and Dan.
C. Summers left this morning on No.
8 for , some suburban
point near St.
Louia, where they will be Joined by
Mrs. Brandt. The father and attorney will return to St. Louis and tho
lsdls will go to Indianapolis, wher
they will spend several weeks until
Mlsg Brandt regains her strength.
They were very profuse In their
thanks for the care and treatment
Mlsg Brandt received In thle city.

' t

LAI VIOAt DAILY OPTIC.
never tiring In any work he taken up.
That he will make a
official guts without sayiiig.
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Little Orphant Anntt" Up to Date.

Odd Boundaries.

It's tittle wonder that the courts

In determining the
(With most humble apology to James have had trouble
true boundaries of these old BpunUi
Whitcomb Riley)
and Mexican grants.
A recent description of some real
Oh! a rcat long legged felWr'a
la on of our count'e designatestate
to
atay.
Con to Sauty
ed the eastern boundary as being
Ile a a goln' to make thlnga lively,
"Juan Bernal's house," while on the
Sumpln' doln every day.
south It extended to "the field of
An' keep 'em all a guessta'

Ramlret."
description of the boundaries of
the Anton Chlco grant published in
a legal notice concerning a suit over
the property States that said grant is
bounded on the west "by the Sablno
spring and tb Alto de loa Esteros,
where the river forms a canon below
where the men were killed."
Jos

As' a wondeiin' an' perplexed,

Vet they don't seem really able
To predict what he'll do next.
An all the offla holdera
la a settln' round ao glum,
An' the active pollyteshuna ,

A

la a keepln' mltry nimn,
An' a wonderln' an' a tbinkln',
An' a acatterln' tal about
fui the guvner's goln io fit 'en,
Ef

Limiting Saloons.

It seems almost absurd to Imagine
the saloon keepers and brewera In

don't

wat'h

ii

Onct (her waa an offla bolder
"Wat wouldn't quit hla Job
Till he waa good an' ready,
An perhapa not then be gob!
An' th nabora heard htm holler
An' the peepul heerd him squall
But oat day when they looked fer him
Why h waan't there at all.
An' they aeeked In every corner-- On
the bills and on the plain .
An' they bunted high an' low fer htm.
An' they even searched the tratna;
But they couldn't sort o' flndi him,
He waa gone beyond a doubt. ,
Oh? the guvnor'a bound to git you,
.

;

.Ef

you

don't
watch
out,

-

joining hands with the tem
perance people to limit the number
of saloons, but thla Is just what they
are doing and the measure Is sure to
pass the city council.
Under the preaent conditions Chicago has 8,360 aaloona or one saloon
to every 231 inhabitants.
The new ordinance limits the number to one to every 500 inhabitants,
thus cutting down the number of
joints juat about 60 per cent.
No new licenses will be issued for
at least twelve years, and aa old
licenses will ba a valuable asset, sacareful
loon ' keeper will be vry
about disobeying the laws, as any infraction of the law render their
liable to cancellation by the
mayor.
The brewers and wholesale liquor
dealers own almost 65 per cent, of
Chicago's saloons now and they feel
that the business will be kept on a
more respectable level and be run by
men of better character.
a
Under present arrangements
brewery will ow"n as high as 300 saloons. They pay the license, furnish
fixtures, room, etc., and rent the prop
erty to some man on a percentage
Chicago

out.

"

la Tunnels. '
We are very apt, out here In thla
mountain country, to Imagine that all
the great feats of boring holes through
the hllla to sav going over the mouu-laitons is done here in the west,
In Pennsylvania,- however, at the
I
present time, the Pennsylvania road
in
recent
la running a tunnel through the
law
Chicago
The
making
that will be from nine to elev. a $1,000 license for saloons goes Inen miles long, and save a climb of to effect on April first, and the Indi3 .RAO feet over the mountain. 'a4
cations are that only a small number of saloons comparttvely, will go
'
In the same victoU" the
out of business, and they are the very
valley rond is alao running ft tunnel lowest, and most 'disreputable dives
over seven miles In length that, when and' can easily bp spared.
finished will save S0) feet climb over
the mountain, and in both cages ',mo
Ticket.
The
,
It was distinctly a victory for goo'd
tlraliy eliminates the mountain? 'from
!l;t1ri roads.
government when the two parties got
together and agreed on a single tickTh Congressional Record.
et for the coming city election, equalOne Is ni't to linngine the columns ly divided between the two parties.
trt the Congressional Record as helm?
The government of small cities
should ho essentially a pro bono
pretty dry reading, but tho truth
affair. The officers pay nothing
that every page, especially In the
house proceedings, bristles with wit and the work of the mayor and aland bright stories.
dermen Is gratuitous, and they should
Take the recent speech of Congress not be subjected to the demands and
man Bede Of Minnesota on the ftute expenne of a campaign for votes.
hood bill.
There can be no posslbe question of
It fills several pages of the Oworl party politics in local affairs in Las
and Is as bright and funny as it can Vegas,'.
"The ucnal crlt'clsm against the e
possibly be.
A few days ago Congressman Liv hybrid tickets Is that there Is no
Ingston of Georgia was speaking on party responsibility, no real head pothe bill to pension aged' and superan- litically which can be called to acnuated clerks at Washington, when count, but in the present case this is
not so, for, by dividing up the offices,
they reached the age of seventy:
"Civil service commission and civil the party which names the men will
pension are one the cause, the oth be as surely held to an accountability
er the effect; all the powers of eartf for their work as if they had been
and heaven cannot divorce the twj elected on a regular party ticket.
Whether we can do r
. propositions.
or not Is the question. (Great laugh
A New Ranger Captain,
ter.) But, Mr. Chairman, that Is the . The action of Governor Hagerman
question up to this house now. Can In appointing a new captain of the
you do it? Can this house do- it? ranger force must not be construed as
'
Your committee tried it. and we have a removal of Captain Fullerton,
raised a hullabaloo over our heads
The rangera are appointed for but
(Laughter.)
Why , one gentleman one year and Captain Fullerton'a time
said to me yesterday, "How old are win expire early In AprjU, aa well as
your I replied, '74 on the 3d day o' the terms of all the other men in the
next April.' And he said, 'And yoi. force.
v
v;'
want to put out all the
In placing Fred Fornoff in command
I
clerks without an examination?'
of the rangera the governor has made
aald, 'Now, my dear man, will yon a most happy selection.
v
agree to accept the road I travel?'
Fornoff la a thief catcher of many
He eaid, 'Yes.' 'Well,' ! said, 'there yeara experience. Than he, there is
is an examination board down in my no more capable and energetic man
district every two years, and It Is for such work aa the rangera must
at my expense.' (Cries of .'Good!' do. He is brave, cautions, active and
n
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As for Captain Fullerton, it Is but
fair to ay that he has made an excellent record.
To organise the forceput It in the
field, weed out the poor mn from
his little band and get It into good
been
working order would have
enough for any man to accomplish In
a abort year.
But he has done more. He has
made the ranger force a very popular
body of men. They have accomplished a wonderful amount of good iu
the ahort time sine they began active operationa.
Cattle and sheep men all over the
territory have just cause to thank
Captain Fullerton for the protection
he haa given them.
And above all, Capt. Fullerton has
conducted himself like a gentleman.
There hat been none of the swash
buckling, dine novel heroics In his
work, and he haa made friends not
force
only for himself but for his
wherever he has been in the lino of
his work.
Uncle Bill waa greatly opposed to
Captain Fullerton'a appointment In
the start and thought It a mistake
and Jt is with genuine pleasure that
he publicly admits his Judgment was
wrong and that Captain Fullerton hai
fully justified all the claims his friends
made for him when appointed.

Smuggling Dog
Finally Caught
Brussels, March 28. The official organ of the Belgian customs department mentions the death of a notorious smuggler's dog which earned for
hla master a modest competence. The
latter at first made frequent Innocent
comtrips with his big
panion across the frontier, until the
customs officers had become quite
friendly with him. Then his time for
action came. He shaved the dog.
wound costly lace tightly round Its
body and put over this a skin closely
resembling the dog's own. For five
years the dog almost daily trotted
with a valuable hidden burden of lace
across the border into rrencn territory, and probably the fraud would
trill bp poind on had the secret not
been betrayed by an acquaintan'"'.
The faithful dog came to an untimely end by a revolver bullet.
Dog are often used. It appears, to
run with dutiable goods across the
frontier. This they are taught to do
by a course of training which Includes
sound beating's at. regular intervals by
men dressed as customs officials, so
that the poor animals run away ter
from the sight of a unl
rough-coate-
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CONSUMPTIO,
CONVENTION

HELD

2S.
PhysiOttawa,, Ont, March
cians, public health officers and bacteriologists from many parts of the
dominion have come to this city to
attend1 the sixth annual meeting of
the Canadian Association for the
which
Prevention of Consumption.
opened today in the railway commit
tee room of the house of commons,
A wide range of subjects for discus
sion, touching the prevention and
treatment of tuberculosis, has been
prepared. This evening, the chair
will be occupied by ,hls excellency,
Earl Grey, and Dr. Arthur J. Richer
of Montreal will deliver an Illustrat
of
ed lecture showing the stages
consumption and some of the appli
anceg now in use to check the dis'
ease.

In making the Optic's Annual Inventory we found that we had In stock four hundred and twenty-seveCop-lea of the Beautiful Souvenir Edition of the Optic, Issued dur-lu-g
n

the Fa.ll Fair and Festival last September. These have been

DAitV

lAiVlGAS

0FIJ

Wrapped Keia.dy
For Mailing

FAIR.

And will be sold for five centa each.

Every subject about
Las Vegas that would interest your Eastern friends la handled
In thla edition and it will only take' seven cents to tell more
than you could write in many letters.

T'?'&

V

FOR SALE AT

i.

THE OPTIC OFFICE, Las Vegas
the sun bad fully risen, was stated
by ope auggeater as being the most
dramatic Incident in the early his
tory of Virginia.
Unfortunately he
only gave the thought and did not accompany his idea with an Illustrative
drawing, for such a subject depends
largely upon its treatment for re
sults.
Designs, however, are coming in
from every section, most of these
from men of Virginia birth or ancestry.
If the competition has proven any
one thing conclusively, it Is that in
addition to .being highly inventive
the American Is very much Virginian.

each arriving train during the past
twenty-fouhours has brought its
quota of visitors, and It was early een
that the number In attendance would
greatly exceed all expectations.
The gathering was formally called
to order this morning by General Julian S. Carr of North Carolina. The
veterans were cordially welcomed by
Governor Terrell on behalf of the
state and Mayor Woodward speaking
for the city. The opening prayer was
by Bishop Gallor of Tennessee.
Greetings were exchanged! by prominent veterans of the north and south,
the speakers Including General J, B.
Pol ley of Texas, General R. B. Snow-deof Tennessee, Commander Francis B. Allen of Connecticut, Major
John C. Koster of New York, General
J. F. Chase of Florida,
W. D. Cameron of Mississippi, Judge
O. S. Deming of Kentucky, General
Edwin 8. Greely of Connecticut, MaAtlanta, Ga., March 28. With flut- jor B. F. Dixon of North Carolina,
tering flags and martial music, the Col. R. M. Green of California, Capt.
gates of Atlanta were thrown open J. T. Griffith of Virginia. Major Edtoday to greet the delegates and visi- ward Buford of Tennessee, and Gen.
tors to the third national reunion of J. R. Very of Arkansas.
The rethe Blue and the Gray, which wag or- union will continue and conclude it3
ganized at the St. Louis fair in 1904. sessions tomorrow.

Hit

HAIR BACK

Wsi rerfeetly Bali Wkea H Mart4
t Use Hewn' HupisHe .
Frederick Manuel). Maryland block,
Butte, Montana, bought a bottle of New-broand be ran to
Herpicide. April ,
use It for entire baldness. The hair follicles In Ms scalp were not dead and In
SO days he had hair all over hla bead.
On July She writes, "and today my hair
Is as thick and luxuriant as any one
could wish." Newbro's Herpicide works
on an old principle and with a new discoverydestroy the cause and you remove the effect Herpicide destroys the
germ that causes dandruff, falling hair,
and finally baldness, so that with the
cause fone the effect cannot remain.
Stops falling hair at once and a
Bold
starts.
by leading
.
Send 10c. In stamps for sample
to The Herpicide Co.. Detroit.
Mich.
E. G. MURPHEY, Special Agent
's

new-growt-

h

druR-glnts-

Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Aothma, Throat
s and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia
and Consumption
SOLD BY O. G. SCHAEFER.

J

E,

LAXATIVE
HONEY and TAR
in the
YELLOW PACKAGE

osenwald & Son:

x

"PLAZA" SOUTH SIDE
The Store of Style. QueJity and Value That Attracts the Public
EHJDGU QBOnDDGDDCBn0

flW)(B

Our entire collection of Spring Goods recently purchased in the Eastern Markets is
in and on display in the various departments. We pride ourselves in saying that a

more complete, better assorted and moee attractive stock can not be found elsewhere
in the city. Exclusive detigns and patterns, styles the latest, quality the very best,
variety the largest. Don't Fail to Viist Our Ready to Wear Department.
i t i

ILczHco

czd CJlccco
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cams

In Broad Cloth, Panama, Serge, Voile
and Mohair. Made with long and
short sleeves, in the following range
'
of shades:
Alice Blue, Old Rose, Resida LavenBlue, Mixtures of
der, Black-Nav- y
all kinds and Gray, in Eaton Pony
and Johnson effect, ranging in price

Closes Miy 1st.

The appeal to the Ingenuity of the
American people has certainly been
justified bv events,, and the diversity
of Ideas la certainly remarkable. Inci
dents connected with the early history
of the colony of Virginia which to
most Ieotle have appeared negligi
ble, have assumed large proportions
In some minds and are suggested as
meet subjects for Hie em Mem.
For instance the picture of John
Rmlth and his company chanting a
matin at daybreak on the banks of
the stream while the Indiana stood In
wonder at what they thought m the
white man singing his war song ere

Major-Gener-

GOT

1 1

tition Emblem Contest

May.

n

King Ed aa a Nlmred.
Few people are aware that there
are hardly any wild beasts which
come within the sportsman's category
that have not fallen to King Edward's
rifle. But he has never shot a hyena,
though, when in Egypt, many yeara
ago, be remained up all night on more
than one occasion to kill a apeclmen.

THE ORIGINAL

Time Limit on Jamestown Expo

Norfolk, Va.. March 28. Since the
publicity bureau of Jamestown expo- ait Ion offered a prise for a suitable
emblem to use upon Its stationery and
future advertising, letters have come
from all parts of the country bearing
suggestions.
The f 100 offered to the successful
contestant In this competition was not
hedged with restrictions, because the
belief was that few
professionals
wpuld enter tho contest. aW that the
selected design would perhaps be subject to many modifications.
true.
The contrary has proven
Many men of mark In the world of art
have written for details and requesting as much time as possible for
the preparation of their suggestions.
No time limit was placed at first,
but now It haa been decided: to keep
the competition open until the first of

r

Reunion of the
Blue and Gray

AANY COMPLETE
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7c TELLS ABOUT LAS VEGAS

form.
FIGHTING

MARCH W. lWtf.

s

Vale Captain FullertonV

Y

WEDNESDAY.

from

$10 to

$50

Ciyto oti (J Fit Quzrantczj

1STS

Pure Linen Hand Embroidered
Plain Linen Tailored, China

Silk, White and Black. All of
these come in long and short

sleeves

:

:

:

:

x

vntorocf

:

uonn acjd aim quits

In any style you desire, plain and fancy. Hand Embroidered and trimmed with
lace. Covert Jackets, Silk Coats, Cravanette Coats, Skirts. A
large and
choice variety.

cr.d Vlztt

Clt Vcrtczs Dczzrtszzzta

Ccfcro Czyfag

WEDNESDAY.

MARCH

t. lift.
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If vour neighborhood is
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RAILROAD NEWS

Potatoes, 12 ba., 83c.
Sugar, 15 lbs., 1.00.
25 lbs. corn meal, 65c.
Swandown flour, CO lb. sack. $140.
i ne nead office of 1he Brotherhood resolved Into words
Imperial flour, 60 lb. sack, f l.o.
upon a drum of
or Locomotive Firemen h announced
6
bars White Star or Diamond C
a
to
similar
in
those
employed
paper
me wedding of Grand Master John J. tape machine, the message telng ? It and 2 bars of
The
Hawkeye icsp for 26c.
mnrahan and Miss Catherine M. ten by a Lodge Mulrnead 3pnou re
Butter, 30c and 35c
Sullivan of St. Paul on April 17. corder, such as is used with marine
'Three thousand invitations will be cable Instruments. The transmitting
Usued, including President Roosevelt, station U situated la a hut, with a;i HIlHMOXO'S CASH GKOCKKV
Governor Deneen and prominent rail installation of apparatus for sending
Cor. Twelfth and National ate.
road men of the country.
the message into the air. Ou'Klt'e tlu
3
cabin is the aerial wire, which fol
Davis
has waged ugalust
From compilations made by Dun's lows conventional line, being sup
the
Review It appears that total gross ported upou masts 40 feet from the two havo come to iUmm upon the
will help to get ineiu started
Southwest If you will give us
,
earnings of all United States roads ground and connected with a spark platform.
their names and adiireksei,
are $5,734, 829, an increase of 6 per gap and coll for increasing the
Write us
cent over the corresponding period strength of the electrical impulse ills RIOTERS TERROIZING
CITY
OF
BUCHAREST.
last year. The statement Is
charged from the transmitting instru
Address,
and ehnws no falling off In nients at the station. The expert
.
I'
Gsn.
Csloniittloa
Agtat A. T. A S. f. Hy.,
aiarcn 27. Ser ous street
any direction in the heavy tonnage menters find the common trouble of
rioting
at
occurred
Bucharest
lust
movement
enormous electrical energy being re
Railway Cxchsaft. Chfcsi .
night and culminated In a conflict be
Quired to obtain successful conver-atween the rioters and troops,
during
The Southern Railway company tlon, especially to compensate for the which two
men were killed and over
will begin within a few months and short aerial wire used at the receiv100 others were wounded.
The troub. A GUARANTEED CURE FOR FILES
complete within two years Improve, ing station.
le arose over the demonstration of
Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protrurents in its shops at a cost of
Jloumanlan nationalists agalust the ding Piles. Your
druggist will return
and eventually give steady
Two Million Dollars.
use of the French lunguuge at the
If
PAZO
OINTMENT
double
falls to
money
the
6.000
to
men,
employment
Within the next four months the National theatre.
conft to 14
to
Is
cure
60c.
you
The
force.
report
days.
present
Santa Fe system will add l' new lofirmed by W. HHntzleman Sacra-i- t comotives to its power equipment. DENVER POLICEMAN
SCHEDULE TO CANYON.
tenfo snperlntendent of the Soutn-r- These new engines will cost $2,000-00GUILTY OF MURDER.
The
Street Railway comcany has
Pacific shop system.
new switch enOf the forty-ninestablished the following at the perDenver.
ten
March
are
27
In
Included
the order,
Col.,
Charles
gines
The Colorado k Arizona Railway being built in the Topeka shops and Secrest. the policeman who shot and manent schedule to GalUnas canyon
and return:
on
company expects to begin building
In the Baldwin
thirty-ninworks. killed Thomas Johnson In a saloon
Week day time table, car No, 101
Santa
of
the
north
lts rleht of way.
There are twenty-fou- r
engines of the early on the morning of February 9,
Te line, within the next thirty days Atlantic type and fifteen, of the Pa- after shaking dice with him. thU gives a 40 minute service after 1:00
o'clock Sunday afternoon.
The road will probably cros the San cific type.
morning was found guilty of murder
Lv.
Santa Fe DepoL
miles
Lv. Canyon.
twelve
about
In
a
t:t Fe at
the second degree, the penalty of
point
Four of the Pacific type engines ara
:oo a. m.
:45 a. m.
west of Defiance station, cross Milky being constructed for experimental which is from ten years to a life
10:20 a. m.
11:05 a, m.
Hollow. Hav Hollow, pass though use on the new Bek-- cutoff. These sentence.
11:40 a. m.
12:25 p. m.
and
Dale
Forest
and
Adair
Snowflake.
have a greater heating surengines
m.
1:00
1:45 p. m,
p.
Sir Harry Johnston, the famous ex
connect with the Southern Pacific at face than any other enignes of the
2:20 p. m.
3.05 p. m.
'
once
Talklai.
escaped from a very
Atlantic type. The order is completed plorer,
8:40 p. m.
4:25
p. m.
5:00 p. m.
with twelve anlo.n euaipouud en- tight corner In Africa by a queer
5:45 p. m.
Rail
stratagem. A score or two of murThe College City Southern
The Sunday time table Is the same
gines of the Santa Fe ty;;.
derous natives had surrounded his as above with the addition of a 1:40,
way company, which proposes to bulid
tent, into which, before rushing It, 3:00 and 4:20 p. m. car
a line from Kiowa, Kan., to Alva, a
going, which
Lady Fools Them All.
they sent an envoy. The envoy was
miles, has been
distance of thirty-fivPaci- told
John
Union
of
the
Frawley,
that email pox was in the camp,
eranted a territorial charter hy aeore fic
department, vouches for and a wretched Albino was sent out
tarv Filson of Oklahoma. The road thispassenger He
Time
says it happened on as the awful example. In five minstjry.
has its principal offices at Alva and a train
was
Calif- utes the scared tribesmen had vanon
en
route
to
he
St. Loui?. and is capitalized at 50J ornia in a library buffet
smoking car ished. As Sir Harry well knew, they
The Inwvio ators aie E. T of the Union
Pacific system. Here feared the "white disease" more than four IraaHcontlnentNl trains each way dally
H
W.
Woodward.
G.
McKnight, F.
Is the story just as it comes from Mr. all the inventions of Maxim.
Tavlor. H. R. Kent, and J. B. Doollne,
AST BOUND.
Frawley:
No. 4 Ar ..4:40 a. m.
ail of Alva.
m
KILLS CATARRHAL GERMS.
"A woman, ' perfectly dressed, enUprtf
No.
Ar.. 2tflp.m. Ommrts
i n o. m
tered the aforesaid car, bound for
No. S Ar
35 . m.
.l:i5a.m.
The annual meeting of the stock California the other morning.
Breathe Hyomel a Few Times Daily No. 10
The
ra. Departs
1:30 n. m.
Ar!2;p.
vnMors nf the National railroad of gentlemen in the car
And be Cured Goes Right to
supposed she
WSST BOUND
Mexico will be held in Salt Lake City, intended to pass through. Half way
The Spot.
6 M s. m.
No 8 Ar.
. ...
a. w
Interest
of
deal
a
great
In treating catarrhal troubles, the No. Ar I K p. m. Impart
down the aisle she dropped into one
April 2, and
i .oo p. m,
Dpart
ia being manifested in the outcome, of the handsome cane seated chairs. first thing necessary Is to kill all ca- No. T Ar......S:lS p. tn. Depart
ft ;1U p. tu.
At the last meeting the Speyer inter A gentleman who occupied the seat tarrhal germs that may be present No. Ar.. ...tK) p, m. Departs
0.20 p. m.
nunv
sfcj failed to control a sufficient
No. 4, Chicago Limited, solid Pullbehind her leaned forward and touch in the nose, throat and lungs, thut
ber of shares to obtain the upper ed her on the shoulder. "I beg your freeing the system from the poison man train with dining, observation
liand. Since that time, according to pardon," he said. " but this car is that they produce.
and buffet library cars, unsurpassed
a
Stomach dosing cannot kill the-general report, the Speyers have been for the accommodation of smokers
equipment and service.
at work, and they believe that they only." "Thank you," she said, "I germs. A direct local treatment Is
No. 2, Atlantic Express, has Pullcan control the election of the board. thought so." Then she m'mly pro absolutely necessary, and for this man and tourist
sleeping cars for Chi
duced a dainty cigarette case and a purpose nothing else equals Hyomel. cago and Kansas City, and a tourist
Breathed through the neat pocket car for Denver. A Pullman car for
Bids have been let for the double box of wax matches, and in a moment
tube tunnel to be constructed for the more was smoking, with all the calm inhaler that comes with every outfit Denver Is also added at Trinidad. Ar
Michigan Central rairload under the enjoyment of a man. There was a Hyomel reaches every tissue of nose, rives1 at La Junta at 10:30 p. m., con
Detroit river, between Detroit and flutter of amusement through the car; throat and lungs giving Immediate necting with No. 6. leaving La Junta
Windsor. The length of the tunnel, smiles, grins, sotto voice remarks and relief, and effecting a permanent cure 3:10 a, m., arriving at Pueblo 6:00
a. m., Colorado Springs 6:35 a. m,
Including the approaches, will approxi curious glances in her direction, but in the worst cases of catarrh.
The complete outfit, consisting of Denver 9; 30 a. m.
mate 12,800 feet, or 2.42 miles, i ne she was so serenlr unconscious of It
an inhaler, medicine dropper, and
Mihaaueou?
No. 8, Kansas City and Chicago Ex- d
portion of the tunnel all, and so thoroughly
of
cost
one
The
bottle
of
costs
fi25
2
$1.
feet long.
Hyomel,
only
that it was soon forgotten for the
hp
press, has Pullman and tourist sleepthe tunnel is estimated at from
morning papers and magazines, which Extra bottles can be obtained for 60 ers for Chicago and Kansas City. Arto $8,000,000, and it is expected eihe monoyollzed, just the same as cents. E. G. Murphey gives a guar rives at La Junta 10:15 a. m., connectantee with every Hyomel outfit that ing with No. 603,
to have a capacity for the handling of the gentlemen smokers.
leaving La Junta
treatment will cost nothing un 12:10 p. m.,
a
the
cars
year.
"The
train
conductor
the
4,000,000
entered
'about
arriving at Pueblo 2:00
car, and not noticing that the lady less it cures.
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p. m
Coahuila
a
held
the
her
between
that
Denver 6:00 p. m.
cigarette
fingers
announced
Is
It
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, has PullPacific railroad, which was acquired said "Madam, this t no place for
she
ladies."
"Is
man
by
a
ago
"Indeed,"
more
than
year
replied,
sleeper. El Paso to Kansas City
something
It the connection from all points south
Fe
the Mexican Central, is to be prae-'.- " this not the library buffet smoker for
Branch.
of Albuquerque. Does the local work
Tlm TabU No. 71.
tlcally reconstructed and placed in the accommodation of n?engers of
from Albuquerqne to Rstoo.
condition for heavy traffic. All of the this train?" "Yes. madam." "Well.
:RffcttvsDeofmWrlOth. 1B06.
No. 3, California Limited, has same
that Is why I am
N bridges on the line are wooden, and I am smoking;
'
wen
kotmn
ast
bockd
,
here.""'
and
stone
,,
with
will
be if placed
'':
'
equipment as No. 4.
No. 428
Milts
these;
No,4
"Several gentelemen occupying the 11 00 a m.. 0 Lr ...Hanta K....Ar .... :o p n
No. 1 has Pullman and tourist sleepteel structures. The Pafedon exten13:61 p m...J4...Ilv....HapftrMla,...Lv
t:SSp m
sion of the Central will soon be com- car were very anxious to ascertain 8 J p to ... J ,.L.RBibndo ...twMM p m ing cars tor southern California. This
11 M
:00 p m..0l...li.. .Barranca, l.v
her name, but their efforts In this
p ra train does 'the local work from Raton
pleted, and this new line, in connec
4:02 p m..f)l...Lv....8anrtllta
Lv....lO. p m
diwere
&
Pacific
fruitless."
direction
4
to Albuquerque. ;
DO p m
.10
PtadraaLv..
f
p
tlon with the Coahuila
:i
Antoalto ...Lt ... 8:10 pat
4pmttt.Lv
No. 7. Mexico sad Calfornla Express,
vision, will give the Mixican Control
p ta.IM . LT...Iaraoia...4,v.. S:40 p m
8:00 m.. 8ff.Lv . .IMblo ......X..,ll Mom has Pullman sad tourist
a new through route between Montesleeping ears
4 86 a n.. HL.LT
0:40 p n
Colo SpfS
for
7
northern
California
Torreon.
.
40O...Ar
ra
and
.
.Daaver
Lv...
T:a
rey
IMpu Pullman car for El Paso points, and
and City of
Tralsa stop at Brabodo (or Oianar whart
f Watehlnfl for New Signals.
Mexico, connection for El Paso, Denv
ar aarrad.
food
ooinraoTTeM
Since the 15th the engineers on the
AS Aatonlto for Datango, eUvsrtoa, and la lng, Sliver city and all points In Mexdlvtsiou
coast
In
s
Sarraatintta
the
lines
ico, Southern New Mexico and
points.
Santa. Fe
At Alaraoaa for Don tar, Pnobto sad latar
i
f
hate been straining their eyes and Little Rock, Ark., March 28. The fsadlau Potata vto ethhar
tie vtaodard gtoM
'j
via L yato Paaa or tha narrow nan
b : No. I. California fait Mall, has
wits to avoid disaster. The cause hits democratic state primary is being Una
ma king the anttre trip la day UgM sad
gaUda,
been the change In signal lighfs and held throughout Arkansas today on
sleeping cars for all California
for ail poiata om Craoda araacli.
points. This train Is consolidated
the engineers on the night runs hav? nominations for all Important state of. ako
g. K. Boons, a. P. A,
with No. 1 at Albuquerque.
been on their metal to remember that flees, from governor down. The cam
Osnm. UMo
A.
ex8.BASIT1T,
most
W. J. LUCAS. Agent
of
one
been
the
Ted ia yellow and white is green.
has
palgn
The change Is due to the decision citing in the history of the state,
of experts that the yellow llgfct can many bitter words being passed on
he seen at a greater distance tnan the stump. A United states senator
the red and, therefore, ia a better is to be chosen to succeed James
danger signal. The green light la II. Berry, who la a candidate for re
so easllv distingulidied from the other election. He Is opposed by Governor
colors that it ha been chosen as the Jeff Davis, one of the most picturesque
figures that ever entered Arkansas
safety signal.

Golden State Limited
Chktgp end St, Lcub Fsi't Mail.
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Two Fast Daily Trains to

-

ab
v

Uer.

KANSAS CITY, ST. LOUIS, CHICAGO

V

Through Without Change via

El Paso & Southwestern System

Rock Island System

to-da-

satis-factor- y

I

New

Wide-Vestibul-

Equipment with All the Comforts

ed

of Home and Club. Fast Time.
'
Convenient Schedules.;

t

-
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Before Selecting Your Route lor
Any Trip Write te
R. WARREN, Traveling Passenger
Agent.

CARNETT KING, General Agent,
V. R. STILES, General Passenger Agent
E P. 8r S. W. System. El Paso, Texix
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Santa he

Table.
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SMI FE COWL

tmmi muti, vu Terns:! catkw
Oonneotlng with the EL P. & N. HL and Ohtaag-o-, Rook Island
and Paolflo R R. Shortest Una out of Santa or
New Mexico, to OUloavo, Kansas Oity
or St. Louis. When you
travel mks the

I

BEST, SAFEST AND SHORTEST ROAD
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( We have portable ohutea tor loading;
)
i at Torranos. Permanent stock yards atsheep
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TISUCARS
Leave Dally
NO. I
130 p. m
P. ra
4:10 p. m

Arrive Daily
NO.

Buttons

P aso & Northeastern
and Southern Paolflo.
No 1 make oloae

at

connection

Tor--ran- oe

with the Oold-e- n
SANTA rE....4:80 p. m
....KENNEDY
8:10 p. m
State Limited, No,
..MOBlABTY ......... ...1:80 p. m
44, east bound, on
the Rook Inland, Na
8:J5 p. m ..
2 makes close eon
TOBBANOS ....... . 9:60 a. m
f Stop for niala.
neotlon with Golden
State Limited No. 43
weet bound. Sorvioe unsurpassed.
Dining, Library and
Pullman Oars of the latest pattern. Bertha reatrvad by wire
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x

Cy TRY

OTJR ROUTE.
S. B. GRIMSHAW, 0. F. ti P. A.
W. H. ANDREWS. Pres. & Gen' I Mcrtattr.
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Slight extra charge for berth.
oar free. '"

Beat

lashalr

Dostless roadbed Hartey meals.

,
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Try Wireless Telegriphy.
Enirllth railroad company
condwTlnjr a scrls ol eM'Tlm'it
to determine whether wirelei ttl
praphy can be nsed In connection with
their fast train service between London and the north.
The difficulty with the aerial vlre
onsltuted the greatest problem. In
order to test the Idea under th" mo: t
disadvantageous conditions, an old
car was ued ae a receiving station.
The aerial wires .were carried on
porcelain Insulators, the height of
the wire varying from to 15 inches
above the curvature of the roof. It
Is claimed that never before has so
short an aerial wire been used in wlre-es- e
telegraphy. From the roof the
wires are carried in a small cable
through a special Insulated fitting
Here the succeeding wavee
dashes are separated and
and
of dots
An

1

The Best Sign.

potties.
By his vagaries and his passionate
outbursts Governor Davis hog come
in for much criticism and ridicule, but
at the same time be has won many

stanch supporters throughout the(
state because of his
light
and olher policies. Although he lm.
committed many errors, ne is tnei
only man ever elected governor of his j
siaie mree times in
Senator Berrv was a distinguished i
Confederate general, served as gover- nor and has had three terms In the
senaio. While Governor Davis has
been rushing through the state
him from every stump for a
debate.
Senator Berry has purJoint
sued a dignified campaign and avoided
anv controversy with him.
Tor governor, the candidates are
CrM-msJohn I LlttU and Robert L, Rogora, attorney general of
the rtate. Rogers and Governor Davis are antagonistic, and in the f.ght

Plan for it now. Why not see the magnificent western moun-- ,
tain country. Yellowstone National Park, Paget Sound "Med- iteranean of America!, " the great Columbia River region, Alaska?
All these attractions on one trip if you travel ever the Northern
Pacific. Booklets tell how. Ask D. B. Gardner, D. P. A., 210

anti-tru-

(

chal-lengin-

n

at

Commercial Building, St. Louis, Mo.

g

Sign of

tht

Best
A. M. CleUnd, Qeoersi Paesenger Agent, Bt, PauL Minn. "Wonderland

tKJ," for CU OertJ

Ciasa.

v

Ut VIQAt DAILY
(acta
and l bat It bad long
la proof of these charges.
Commenting oo this point, the rw
Mexican very properly says:
In U not
Vhere the libel com
tha pulillration of the statement
that 'unaavorjr chargea were made
agaliut the territorial wrttary
po-aa-

Glp tSTASUSHtO
QttU Optic.
itf.
pu.uiwioiv

THE OPTIC COMPANY

d

when lila appoint nient whs peuriing

court. President Hadley hold aa fun
da mental under our system of govern,
ineut, but he nevertheless bllleves
that the people a ill flud this out more
surely by experiment.
It la somewhat surprising to note
the volume of support that haa been
Iven the Vale president's ponltlon by
If not a majority,
the tiewHpapHra.
n exceetilugly
minority
respeciabl
favor hU views, There In a general
xpression In the newspapers (hat the
bent thing that can be done la to pass
the rate bill and see what It will di,
but all but the most radical and hysterical newspapers here already re
eded from the position that the Ileuburn bill U entirely correct In prlnIple, A great many people are be
ginning to hold the same view. How.
ever, almost everybody says "Let the
bill pass, and l"t tig try it." It Is
probablo that there would not have
been the change of opinion If prove
slon had been made for a lust review
by our courts.
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The Markets.
NEW YORK CLOSING

STOCKS

-
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G5 GAOU
We have lnauguratt-- our nfw
sybteiu of $5 cash in advance
for meal ticket.
SINGLE MEALS 35c
This enable us to furnish let-

Wednesday, March 2, 19'fi.
Tbe following quotation received
from V. J. Graf Jk Co., Albuquerque,
New Mexico, correspondent for I.ogau
& liryaii, loug dlMUMie phone.

for confirmation In the senate or
ter meals and better servloa.
the United States," but that the
can get the worth of your
You
Atchison
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,
Journal In black type on while pi
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charg
per assured people that
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Copper
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true,
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Hugar
not;
concerning the matter that were
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fact.
borne
not
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ca
but what you get for tho price. Trees
the
until
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Hit Moult
enough
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then
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verdict,
Every
Justice
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,
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broad guarantee that absolutely pro- All Kind, of Garden Work Dene by
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Corner Seventh and Douglas
land to une aa a sheep ranch, the
FORLORN HOPE.
m
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For the Spring Zephyr.' we have
In
Jumplurf
Journal had no healtatlon
Pacific
Union
,100
.liver Hat Pin. from
All the same the New Mexican Is of
Russia lit to have a new hundred! ' W,UT l"v l
" the opinion that the Hamilton Joint
Kan... City Livestock.
million dollar navy, built of udbIiiU hearing in tne aenai cumimuru,
the chargea were true statehood bill will slip through and
that
Kunwaa City. Mo March 28. Cattla
declaring
blu material.
l
and that It knew all about It,
o
probably aa It waa placed by the receipts. 9,000 Including 400 south
man in New house of representatives,1 says the erna, market strong. Native steers
Intelligent
very
though
There can be nothing to
Mexico knew that the chargea were New Mexican.
Stranger things In $M0jir..t0; southern steers, $3.75(l
Blouse
Belt Buckles etc., Ju.t
Mr. Carnegie and hla like for writing
when
brand.
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Then,
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business of the $5.00; southern cowa, 92.75 $4.00; received. .8et,
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The public will not X
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national congresses have happened. native cow. and heifers, $2.&Vjj;$5.10
them.
liaustlve hearing entirely exonerat Should this be the case, what a busy stockers and feeders, $3.00$4.50
from the chargea pre year the voters of Nev Mexico will bulls, $3.1 0C(f $4.25; calves, $3.00C
ed Mr.
If ever the big battleship Dread ferred Raynolda and hla
Call.- promptly attended to at all
contemptible have. As far a. the politicians and 3.75; western red steers, $3.H0fj $5.25
Rodey.
by
naught run a foul of one of the mod crew, the Journal quietly ahut up and
hoar.. Office In rear of Sohaefer'.
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concerned
fed
western
holders
office
$4.50.
$2.75(ri
cows,
they
em mine, the Is liable to loae her
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Pharmacy, 6(i Sixth greet. Both
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matter
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be too busy to eat.
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Sheep Receipt..
first syllable at leant.
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the past
ten like other offences
Sheep receipts, 9,000, market weak.
-been.
ad
Pisao and Pwniturt Mov'nf a Specialty
Ars Un in the Air.
Muttons, $4.50$! $5.75; lambs, $5.25
Lis Vegas, New Mexico
The proposition to establish tne PaThe Journal may continue to n
of the mlnUter of war to $(!.30; range wethers, $5.255 $5.85;
The
right
Jarlto National park in New Mexico
to confuse the Issue by state buy aerial cruisers I. questioned by fed ewes, $4.25 $5.15.
will aoon be a antique a the anil tempt
like that referred to above the London Daily News, though It
ment.
qultlea It proposes to preserve.
and by threatening editorials In bold admit that they are not within the
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William Randolph Hearat seldom
such hatchery at Trout Springs on the
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Texana,
A
but
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make,
good
mighty
get. there,
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8heep Receipte.
The Concordia club, Berlin had a
race, and advertises his yellow pa
Mexican has al
New
Fe
Santa
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20,000, market weak
Sheep
receipts,
for
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will
contest the other day. The
running
per.. He
to ten cents lower. Sheep, $3.75
ways felt entirely capable of bestow- smoking
conone
the presidency again.
to
went
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Ing Its advice upon providence, upon prize
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o
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kings and presidents
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size
tobacco
certain
me
pipe
nott,ta,e. -- nd the congress of the
St. Louie Metal.
. the shortest time. The winner did it
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The automobile that has been proven the best.
St. Louis March 28. Spelter dull,
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i
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New York, March 28. Lead
In its usual cocksure manner tne
and
Mexican tells what should ue June of the presentation of Crimean copper markets steady; quotations un.
New
covet'
of
now
I.
suspected
Japan
In the matter of a fish hatchery. and Indian mutiny medals by Queen changed,
Hsvrdwar
a whole lot harder time in taking done
New Mexican says It should be Victoria, the surviving veterans of
The
Dealer
than
which were fought in
Australia from the Australian,
St. Loul. Wool.
located on the Pecos and when that those two wars,
Maeonic
Ave.
1857-8- ,
Douglaa.
4
Temple,
6
will
18!4
be
and
Australlla from the Australian, than
reviewed
by
St. Louis, Mo., March 2S. Wool
paper "opea Its mouth let no dog
,
.he did In taking Manchuria from the bark."
King Edward.
steady;
quotations unchanged.
.
o
Ruulana.
Delegate Andrews haa succeeded In
Oress Reform That Failed.
having Former Delegate Rodey'. bill
"The attempt to induce some vari
The Macdalena-Kelimining dls for the establishment of a fish hatch
trlct ha. for fifty year, been one oMy on the Galllnas Incorporated in ety into men a evening dress, says
the leading producer. In the territory. an omnibus bill. Pressure Is being the London Express, "by the adopIt mean, much that It can be said biotiKht upon the delegate from Santa tion of braided trousers, double coat
that It ha. never before been as pros- Ffi an(i eineWhere, mostly from Santa cuffs, and plaited shirt front,' has
In failure.
Fashion is now
perous as at present.
Fe, however, to secure a change of ended
to the old and
a
change
compelling
re
tne
to
location from the Galllnas
The people of New Mexico will be Cos. Every man in Las Vega, and simple style."
o
ex- 1 1
glad that there Is no thought In the every man In San Miguel county
Ara Used.
Cull.
utsuuse
Sponge
his
to
of
Andrews
of
Governor
Dects Delegate
Hagerman
mind
For years the trimmings and culls
nerwdlnt Territorial Superintendent i m0at endeavors to nave the location
of
the Florida sponge trade were
His
Hiram
of Education
worktat Trout Springs.
Hadley.
OPPOSITE CASTANEDA HOTEL
waste
ror
matter; now, at Miami, they1
Trout Spring, is aft Ideal piac
la of the best, a the educator, real-into
U hatchery. According to Game want are cleaned, assorted and made matlie.
en Otero It . a much better place mattresses and pillows. Sponge deIf tresses have sprung Into great
TCntr Mexico was the onlr territory than can be found In the Pecos.
mand, and every one that can be
to
other
is
accessible
points
Pecoa
which sent a delegate to the divorce the
Is promptly .old.
made
onnrroa. in Waahiturton. The .trenu I In the territory a. me new jMeximu
0'"
more
much
la
Oalllna.
ou. effort of our delegate to secura claim, the
A Case of Absent MindtdntM.
v a
u
i
are
uvi
accessime.
tne
congress
proper recognition in
A policeman going his. rounds In
wiltA in an lntere.tln article In that can De arguea ior iw rews the early
England,
Ithat cannot be urged witn stiu more saw a clockmorning at onBath,
this evening' Ontlo.
the
doorstep
standing
I force tor tne uauinaa
o
of a house. He rang the bell and
Charle. H. Glldersleeve of Santa
found that the occupant had taken
THE RATE BILL.
Fe, recently Appointed a cadet at An
milk pitcher up to his bedroom
the
k ti1aAmrai
TValAatatA
la n
the clock where he had Inleaving
the
of
Few newspaper articles
past
tended to put the pltoher. more
caused
two
gen
or
have
month
::TT,.
w- eral attention In the press than the
u..i k
Peculiarities of Animal Lifs.
interview with President Arthur T
ana
Glassford
young men a. Wynne
on the Hepburn rail
have no eyelids, and necessTale
Fishes
of
Hadley
Frank Wltten.
President arily sleep with their eyes wide open;
bill.
rate
road
HadleyV position, it will be remem they swallow their food .whole, havfeel impelled
There atDl aeems to be a chance. bered.
H peculiar. He doe. not agree ing 'no dental
machinery. Frogs,
for the Hamilton bill with the Forak- - Ith President Roosevelt as to the toads and serpents never take food
why.
er amendment attache., Mr. Spies. w!Bdom ftf
beleve( tm except that which they are certain Is
mMt
.
wn uuyucBuuvaw,, w.
h,.11M thn Droaldent is backed bv alive. Serpent, are so tenacious of
statement t The Optic yesterday that an
Rust-Proooverwhelming mas. of public sen life that they will live for six month,
line
no bill had
chance of passing if It
finding,
less or longer without food.
under
that
leadership
timent,
did not provide for a separate vote than hi. might become dangerous, the
in
for th (territorlea.
Fairbanks a Cartful
bill should pa... He believe. It would
Vice President Fairbanks, when In
be Injurious tor all this newly-awaThe Pulajanes have given a shock ened moral public sentiment to be the senate, always wear, a long
to these loyat (American, who Insist balked and thus .become hysterical Prince Albert, drak gray trousers an
that Filipinos are tit for self govern and
Ha doesn't believe a plain black .ilk tie Bef orb. taking
The
adment Why th. people of Oklahoma the pernlclou..I. always
and he his seat he dusts his chair and be
riglt
president
'
are not fit for
yet. 1ocsn't believe the people are always never leave, his htnlng; top' hat in
30
garit
according to the late finding, of the right, but he think" It better
lobby,, but brings it into the sen
American house. of representatives, American, to do as Englishmen have ate and places" It with extreme cau'
cusotherwise called Jfoseph Cannon
oftwn dona try a piece of legislation i Ion on the top of hi. desk. "
and If It fall., admit It and try for
THE ISSUE IS CLEAR.
something better.
Japanese Studying English.
of
Jf the bill should fall now, the
Baron Takakl say.
The Albuquerque Journal, with a large majority of the people of the the
so
now
are
friends,
studying
Japanese boy.
painstaking care which Is quite amus- fnlted tSates would believe, Presl English, and that It will soon become
it.
ing, In each of Its references to the blent Hadley holds, that the wheel? the languageg of Japan and later of
libel suit agalnt that paper, claims of legislation has leeu blocked by tbe world. The language semis to b
Now
in
that the libel consisted In "publishing selfish private Interests. This wool' following the drum-bea- t
In It cirthe report, thst utuavory charges Injure the railroads morf than th cuit of the globe, and It present, a
is
in
were made against the territorial
bill could polbly injure conquest of a far higher order. New
Hepburn
when hi. appointment w
them. In fact, President Hadley be i ork Trloune.
Rust-Pro-- .i..o
pending for confirmation In th aen-- Ilexes that the shippers mill be th
Models
of the United States." The Jour ones Injured, If any one. by the at
No Mere Circulation Fibs.'
aal nay fool Itself, like the ostrich! tempts to enforce the bill. These at ' The legislature of Rhode Island has
The
whch .hut Its eye. and believe. It tempt., however, to limit the right of passed a law making the misreprela hidden from sight, but It fools
b
illusory.
form
sentation of the circulation of any
appeal will, he believe.,
prices.
else. Every paper In the terriPresident Hadley 1. pronounced In newspaper or periodical In that state
''
the
that
reports
tory published
hi. opinions that It 1. fundamentally a misdemeanor punishable by severe
charges were made against tbf and absolutely wrong to give such a penalties. This will place the Rhode
'V
Secrets ry Raynolda" simply a. mat commission aa the Interstate com Island editor. In
tight box for Ue
ter of new., but It remained for the tnerce final Judicial power. That all average editor would hesitate between
Journal and one other paper to assort decisions of such commissions should I telling tbe truth about his circulation
the public that the charge, were tni- - be subject to review by a Judicial! and going to JaQ.
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UR Corset Department has had such a
remarkable growth that we
to note the reason
Last year we stocked largely from the notable

,

of Warner's

after a most
thorough examination, that they met
every
particular the corset requirements for the dress
style to be introduced.
makers of these excellent models have
vertised largely the genuine value of these

k

fm-tth- e

f,

ments. We have followed their lead. Our
tomers jiave bought and they 'have freely
the features of these models to their
and
their fame has grown and our
department with
we are the midst of a new season a
season, too, when fashion most exacting its
corseting and we again turn to Warner's
to supply our friends with the
clock is large a model for
proper shape.
and at moderate
any
lex-pound-

four-fifth- ,

sec-rt'tar-

ed

of

no-bod-

$L25 to $2.50 per Pair,
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FullertoiVs Letter

I

BAILY'S

JUSVnr'VED

To Gov, Hagerman O
o

I

EAGLE

Curios and Ind- -

vv

itirt Goods

II

Q

Special Orders
Taken for Charms.
Low Prices

San Miguel National Bank
of Las Vegas

o
0
Captain of Mounted Police De
fends Hit Record and Pro- - o OAPITAL PAIO l
test Against Executive's Ac 0
CDO.CCO.CD
0 OWO.000.00
tion.
0
0
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
0. T, MOSKINS, Csshier.
0
FRANK 8PRINOCK,
r. . JANUARY, Ase't Cashier.
The following letter conveying the 0
resignation of Captain John F.
0
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
ft th.i Vuur M.ivlfii maiint.i.l
0
lice, of his office and add reused to
Governor Hugerman, has Just been u 0
0
ceivea uy me Mew Mexican with re
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
0
quost that the name be published In
0 H. GOKE, Prssldsnt
fdll:
H. W. KILLY, Vic, President
0. T. H05KINS, Treasu
0
19"G.
Socorro, N. M., March
PAID VP CAPITAL, S50.000.00
0
To His Excelleucy, Herbert J.
of New Mexico, Santa 0 Save your earning by depositlnn them In the Las Vegas Kavluif Runk. where they will bring you an In
0 come, every aouar savea u two aouars nuae." mo aepoeiu reuelv4 of les than SI. Interest paid on
Fe, N. M.:
Sir: Replying to your communion- 0 all deposits ot 15 and over.
tkm datMl Ma,ch 19' lWb taUnK ,n 0
attttnt that
tcl'h oooooaaoaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Vice-Preside-

Fuller-to-

il.h.

PERSONALS

Plays and Players

2fi.

Laurano Oiitlerr.

nf Anton Culco
Is In town today on business.
Mrs. Guadaluptta Sena, who has
been quite Hick with heart trouble,
much better.
Mas Norclhaus left last evening for
,a few days on business for the Ilfeld
wholesale store.
Miss Belle Henry, daughter of Mr.
ii nd Mrs. Edwurd Henry, Is very ill
with pneumonia.
Elmer E. Veeder west down to
Santa Fe last evening on business.
He will be gone for several days.
Cant. E. G. Austin rode out south
this morning to meet a bunch of
.
cattle which he will ship east
tomor-"row-

S. J. Sanson of The Optic force
was off luty today on account of sick,
ness, but will probably be at work tomorrow.
Maurice Panzlger of the firm of M.
Danizger and company, lefttoday for
the east to purchase a large line of
J, summer goods.
Ole Oleson has leased his ranch
north of the city to R. W. Bruice.
Mr. Oleson has decided to take a well
earned vacation thU veaW. G. Haydon returned yesterday
evening from Raton In time to take
an active part in the democratic pri- marlea of the fourth ward.
Cleofes Romero left last evening
for Santa Fe having In charge Crua
Tafoya, who will be tried there for
perjury on a change of venue.
Wlllam RothschlUi of New York
city, who is sojourning in Las Vegas,
expects to leave within a week or
so on a pleasure trip to California.
Mrs. Antonito Panehour, of Anton
Chlco, is visiting in the city with
her sister, Mrs. D. Silva and husband.
She will spend several weeks In this
city.
Mrs. Robert Morris and Mrs. Wal- ter Smith returned to their ha'me at
Detroit today after visiting for some
time In the city with their sister,
Misis Jessie Lockhart.
W. S. Hemler, the well known
, ranchman, has purchased seven head
cows from
f thoroughbred Jersey
W. H. Comstock, the price paid for
the bunch being $250.
L. H. Dewey, who is traveling for
the firm of Butler Bros., out of St.
Louis, left last evening for Santa F
after spending several days in this
city with Charley Daniels and other
friends.
George E. Simmons, who has been
working In this city in the interests
of the De Forest Wireless Telegraph
company, has left for Santa Fe. He
did not meet with much success In
this city.
Mrs. G. W- Miller, wlte of the local photographer, and baby, returned
liome last evening after spending
about two and one half months at
Temple, Texas, at the bedside of her
father, who is very low.
Andrew J. Bennett, of Salt Lake
City, traveling staff correspondent of
the American Shepherd's Bullern.
a monthly magazine published at
7 Boston, is spending a couple of wet ks
iu the city, and vclnity gathering
data for the next contr.butlo.i to ibe
periodical of the "Old Observer," as
Mr. Bennett stvie himself.
-

-

Asparagus root, three years old,
.for sale at the Sisters of Loretto.
Telephone Vegas
1

fcO.

Umbrella.
Four generations ago it was
Muffs and

cus-

wear
tomary for professional men to
muffs, so that it was almost a proverb
that M a muff is more thsn half in tho
making of a doctor." The umbrella
is an invention of a comparatively
date. A satirical writer in
woman's paper in 1866 remarked that
Jonaa Hanway, who had been seen
abroad under the shade of a cotton
umbrella, would be well advised, in
order to keep himself dry from heai
to foot, to wear the maid's pattens.
almost
Y Until the nineteenth century
aa oractlcally
- i
uawiieu uio.ii"1"' ...- 7
unknown.

re-ce- nt

If you are looking for quality in
the livery line, phone Chattln.
7

QUEEN QUALITY
Oxfords and Gibsoiv
Ties for Sprinfl now
on display. .Latest
styles at 02 50
Yon oan be suited. Come in and look
over our mock.

c:rr::c":ic::-STc:- i
V

v. S1KMOOCK. rMStotar

Haer-man.Govern-

At thtt Purk Hi mi fro In fluslnn nn
April 9, Annie Russell will appear in
a piay uy Paul Kester, "Friend Han
nan." which has not yet been acted

I
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anywnere. The scene and time are'
the
mounted
of
of
service
the
police,
the England of Geoge HI
West Phl'adelnhia In soon to have a which I have, had the honor of bein4
during the past twelve
new playhouse which will be one f captain
and
that you intended making
months,
In
the largest, safest and handsomest
America, It will be called the William a change In the captaincy of said
company on the 1st of April, In this
Penn theatre.
conectlon permit me to state that Barber Shop, best location in the
According to some of the German
city,
paners Mr. Loeffler's "Death of Tin- this company was organized less than
monthly Income of from f 375. to
a
for
few
the
first
year ago; that
$400. Price fl.GOO.OO.
tagiles," which Niklson recently play
ed in Herlln for the first time, was not months the matter of railroad trans- 5 room house, with three lots, fur
portation not being obtainable, was n
very warmly received.
nished complete, price $2,100.00.
serious
handicap to successful adminMine. Nordlca Is now intimating that
2
fine building lots on Third street,
on
account of long distances
she will sing in opera nowhere next istration
must
be sold at once, price $375.00.
between
and
the
of
points
operation
year, and that she is likely to give
10 fine building lots on Sixth and
to
be covered.
extensive
area
This
concerts, instead, in many American
Seventh streets, price $300.00 each.
was, however, remedied after a few
cities.
and
months
the
and
or'
force
equipped
2
on Main avenue, close In, price
lots
Edward S. Abeles has been selected
$650.00.
to star in Frederick W. Thompson's ganized for business. It naturally
some little time for a force of
dramatization of "Brewster's Millions" takes
next season. This will be the first this kind to become thoroughly famil- with conditions and he able to rendramatic production to be made by iar
der efficient service The compensii Harris Real
Thompson and Dundy.
la
llm.
tlon nrovldnd: hr
r law extremely
.
Stella Campbell, the daughter of
nd les3 than the amoun pro Id.
09 DOUGLAS AVENUE.
Ued
Mrs. Pat. Campbell, Is expected t0
ert bv other commonwealths for simi
make her dramatic debut next autumn
in spite of all these
Mrs. Edith Wharton's successful no- - lar service, yet
Try our new soft lump coal. BriI candidly believe that the
obstacles,
lliant
Las Vegas Light A Fuel Co.
Is
of
vel. "The House
Mirth,"
being mounted
police have, during the past
Fitch.
a
Clyde
play
laenioneoinio
by
,
.
.
.
,
LnariPs rronman wi stage me piayi .
and Clara Bloodgood will have the
Buy Yankee Coal at headquarters.
of mtirtaf
to Prom
I.U
the mine to your bin. Jas.
principal roie.
the stock interests, namely, sheep, O'Byrne. Agt.
is made that Marie!
Announcement
',
.. .
.
.
.
...
. cattle and horses;
poruei'- uressier wm mawe ner urst European;
restore
the
been
to
rightful
Graded sheen will shear from eight
appearance next year. In a new musi-- j owners. Manv law breakers
have to ten
cal comedy to be produced In London
pounds per head this 'spring if
been apprehended.and many Important
favorable weather conthe.
present
arrests have been effected; much of tinues. The wool thus sheared wi l
."Human Hearts."
business of the mounted police has
i ne ionncoming annual
bring to the growers an average figure
visa 0U not been
given
publicity for the re of 20 cents per pound.
.
"Human Hearts" will no doubt be
n, Mon
warmly welcomed by the lovers of all
'reCy is absolutely essentia to sue!
that is good in melodrama. "Human
It you are In doubt that
'
Hearts" is beyond question one of the,
Shawhan Whiskey
Commended.
Work
has no equal, try It and be
strongest and mos interesting p.ays; , haVe receyed wofdg of commen- that has ever visited our city. Thj!
convinced.
e hlgneftt cnaracter from
& ROBERTS CO.
RAYWOOD
author belongs to that all too
of fhe tmU
m. Sole Distributors, and all first clasi
g;oup of dramatlEts, who understand
ahotannai iiv
how to reach the heart and hold the i;
bars.
: 1135
of the
attention of, the audience. In "Human
ft
nf
ftlint(H,
fnrpe.
Try a sack of Red Star Flour, the
Hearts," he has constructed a play .
ne pr.n- that will never grow om.
at a best patent flour in the city. Sold
made :However , h
nUl .
ripie tneme oi tne piay
dnt at Davidson & Blood's.
tQ do
effort
.
.
.
has not some author written Hope
springs eternal in the human breast
The glass transoms of the new Pio
of tne company,
he fflclen
Hope the ever bright ray of sunshine f
he neer building on Douglas avenue have
that breaks through and Illumines the
been put In and add greatly to the
,g, ,ure
clouds of despair that almost over- n'lM tnat
,
have appearance of the new block. The
perhaps,
yoUi
whelm poor Tom Logan The Hope of
removal or substitution large plate glass windows have ar
q
a good, pure woman s love, tne nope
ca
if
arbitrarily exercised, rived and will be placed in position
of brighter days; the hope of an hon- th offic of the as soon as possible.
est man, unjustly accused of crime
mounted police failed
that the criminal win oe eteciea anu
While crossing a steep arroya the
y deflnUe perlod Qr tem of
his good name restored. Mr. Reid has
hut n,ted the authority of wagon driven by Leandro Martinez of
a. after the Guadaluplta, Mora county overturned.
handled his subject with the consu-- l
tn
.
mate skill and ease that shows the the
- - Dollce Martinez was pinned under the wagon
PP,.,n.
3
.i- - i
i. ii
l
Tl,
force In which to appoint a captain and was pulled out dead, his neck
terest is all absorbing. The comedy (see 'Section 2. page 3, Laws 1905) having been broken. One of the hors
element is introduced in such a way, the evident intention of the legisla- es was also killed.
that it becomes relevant to the story, ture being that no change of officers
and the climaxes are worked out nat was contemplated, and the provision
Pall fnr RpH Ktnr Flour. Sold at
lnf lflW for th enroUment of men be- Davidson & Blood's, 507 6th St.
urally and logically.
"Human Hearts" will be seen at tne Ing for one year seems to have re.
Duncan opera house, April 10th.
Fresh ranch eggs at Davidson ft
ferred to enlisted men only.
Will Not Contest Removal. '
Blood's Grocery 607 6th St.
It seems to me that your contemDavis
be
Gehrtnfs for tents,
plated action is unfair and will demeans of preventing me from
the
Rivera monstrating the true worth of the
In Wreck
The talk of the town.
.Shawhan Whiskey.
force and depriving me of the benefit
or credit accruing from ray efforts
E. A. Allen. Miami Manager of th
faith toward perfecting
Santa Ft Psisensv Train No. 10 Hm given in goo
to a state of efflclen. Albuauetaue Pressed Brick company.
the
organliatlon
Rear End Collision With Frtijht
cy which. I believe. Is sn accepted recently ''telegraphed., from St. Louis
South ofGty.
fact by the public most vitally Inter- that he had secured machinery and
ested, and to which, in all Justice, I equipment for the plant and would
should be entitled1, I shau not contest ship at once. This will be the first
the change on brick plant that city ever bad.
Santa Fe passenger train No. 10 your right to make
hereinbefore
as
stated,
next
t
of
side
lit
April
mile
this
was wrecked one
Short orders served day or night at
I believe,, your action
although
this
of
29
south
miles
city,
Rivera,
to the Intention of the legisla- Turner's' Merchants' Cafe, opposite
at about noon, by a rear end colli0
Masonic block.
not demanded by any
, ,
snd
ture
one
No
train.
sion with a freight
to
unfair
and
certainly
interest,
was killed, but Fireman George Da
Smoke the Elk. Union made.
vis of No. 10, a resident of this city, the present incumbent"
offices
offer
l
'kindly
good,
You
your
bruis-ewas painfully but not seriously
me some other
for
trtorant
cyrlnc
ml,
!,
No
other
Injured
about the head.
WANTHD. ffr.Oood.itfong woman:
employment ;to the territorial service
a.re reported.
resnecuuHT general 1 usewprk on .ranch. WashSix freight cars were derailed and which are Hereby mosi
i
remain.
ing; no icMingM Wages,. 120. Apply
badly mashed an the track can not decllnedrj"! 'Respectfully,
3
Mrs. Rt(qw, jtotei.Castaneda .on
be cleared before, live or.stx' o'clock
. f ...nllM n
.
ttf .1 .K?OTTV.
'
March 3tJi,.
;
"
'.this evening.
Captain Mounted follce.
'l i.. .:
II
As soon as new,of .the, wreck
daitaldon
came out anything
Jose
trtrffV
lefr
wrtek
reached this cltthe'
but best in an affray with two Mexi
London Subways.
for the scene, Dr. 8haw occompany-incans
electric
working near Mountalnalr last
railway
The
underground
the division superintendent.
Is
week, receiving a slash with a knife
constructing
rin car of the freight train be company of London
over
bruises from flying stones. The
and
twenty
came derailed after passing through new lines something
under- - Mexicans were taken In charge by
all
of
miiP.
nearly
to
was
line,
made
a
get
and
Rivera
stop
The caoltal reaulred. aggre the deputy sheriff at Wlllard.
It back on the track. The work was
has been furnished
to
was
about
$80,000,000,
train
and
the
gating
completed
If to the new
Pictures framed to order at 8. R.
pull out when No. 10 struck the rear by private Individuals.
10-Mid and scattered box cars alt over tnhiilar railway Is added the mileage Dearths' the undertaker.
United
London
the right of way. It Is reported that of the District and the
The talk of the town.
tramways, both ot which
there was no flagman out to prevent ewtrtc
1135
Shawhan Whiskey.
total
the
form nart of the system,
a rear end collision.
length of 1ln under control of th
OebringV for Johnson's floor Wag.
Drill tonight at the Armory. Every Underground electric will be over 1H
member of the troop should be pres- miles.
ent so as to be able to make a good
10c la Kin at the Savings Bank
famous play
V. R. Nankervltle's
showing at the Inspection by a reg-ta-r
stare.
arm? officer next week. The al- - "Human Hearts," will be presented
lottment of funds by tne government at the Duncan opera house April 10.
If year dealer don't keep
for tfce support of the guard In the
Shawhan Whiskey,
Is
on
at
Maxwell
S.
W.
Robinson
the
of
City
entirely
depends
territory
1131
remember others do.
tendance at inspections.
here today on a business trip.

Estate Co.
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The Hygeita. Ice
Made

from Pure Dletllled Water.

;

,

PR.ICES

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery, - 20c per hundred
"
"
1,000 to 2 000 lba,
30c
200 to 1,000 lbs.
"
"
"
40c
41
50 to 200 lbs.
50c
Less than 50 lbs.
75c
CIXYSTAL ICE CO.. t McGuiro & Webb
BOTH PBOtTBa, Sfll

MfcsYfceVfcsyteY4isyttayte
I.

I

OFFER. OF FR.EE TRIP

2
Anyone Intending a trip to Kansas City should give us their nam
and we will give them Free ot charge, a pass from Kansas City to 1
Weston, Mo., and return and an Introduction to Mr. Shawhan, who 1
has proven a splendid- host to thousands of visitors. You will have S
a fine trip, splendid dinner and see an old fashioned distillery In full S
operation.
-

t.

MYWOODfi nCZERTS CO.,
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Browne & Manzanares Co
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W. A. Wood Mowers
Cultivators
Sheep Shears
Reapers, Harvesters

,J

,

'

Bay Presses
and Binders

Complete Linn of Amole Soap Alwysj on Band

.,,.,

I

."tro.

On Railroad Trick.

Ltt

Ves,

Ntw Utxt9
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Geo.

Horse Rakes
Wool Sacks

Injured

Notice of Dissolution.
Notice is given that the firm of
Davb & Sydes has dissolved the
Twenty-fourtday of March, 190, 8.
K. Sydes. retiring and Isaac Davis re
maining as sole owner. Mr. Davis will
collect all accounts due the firm and
will pay all indebtedness against the
v..
.."
firm.
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If

ISAAC DAVIS,
8. K. 8YDKS.

Your becoming, a depositor of the
Plaza Trust and Savings hank will
not only mark your turning point between success and failure, hut will
assure you of a competence for sickness and old age.
L
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A. blaze at the Los Lunas roller
mills a few days ago threatened for
time to destroy the plant, but the
quick arrival of the hook and ladder
apparatus, which runs on the railroad, saved the mills, A spark from
a passing engine Is supposed to have
atarted the fire.

Good advice to young and old,

.top your 'coughing, cure your cold,
Shawhan Whiskey,

SswsassBFJ

B

r

Let Ma Paint Tonr Roof
'

XlWk

PAHAPIIINE

PAINT

Two years' written guarantee. !
visit Las Vegas once a month.

It keeps! on tasting good."

,

.

The deputy assessor's office will
he located at the rear of the Investment and (Agency Corporation office,
entrance on Douglas avenue.
5

Car of buggies, surrles and road
wagons due to arrive at Cooley's,

713-71- 5

Douglas.
Mrs. D. T). Coverdale, the millin
er, who spent several weeks at the
hospital at Albuquerque suffering
from an operation for appendicitis, has
recovered sufficiently to be removed
to her apartments In the Hope building on Gold avenue.

GOOLIVS LIVBRY.
713 nasi 711 Oeuflas Ave.
Special laulament far Tourist ana
Hunting Parties.
Beth Pheoes Ne, IS.
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land In Los Angeles County, Calif.
Hold In five and tea acre tracts on
easy monthly payment.
iLBOdown par acre. CLOD a month
per acre. No in terest no taxes. Par
tree with taa land.
pataai water
And In case of death (to
txin) a
deed to th Uad fee atid ehmr of tU
v
.
v
UKSumoraaosa, ato,
y
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For Circular and

atone lot
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Ice cream served at Rlmpklaa Bros. 8pecial
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FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE
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undoubtedly develop Interesting
,
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BISBEE CITY ELECTION
In Blsboe the city election lj moving forward with only the two tickets In the field Democratic and Re-

t.

TEMPS POLITICAL SITUATION
Tempe municipal affairs are b
coming exciting. So many new pari
les have sprung up that the city
clerk has become confused about the
making up of the official ballot, and
the district court has been invoked
to asslHt him. aCha. Woolf has made
application for a writ of mandamus
to compel C. A. Stewart, the town
clerk, to recognise the eltlrens party
by putting the following names under
the party name and the vignette: For
councilman, Andrew Nellsen, Joseph
T. Blrchett, J. A. Dines; Mi E. Curry
and Thomas J. Goodwin; for marshal
Sit'iri Brown, and for clerk,
Walter

a.

AN UNUSUAL LAMB CROP

The blggeat lamb crop thus far reported, la In the transient herda of
C. If. Brown of Holbrook, which are
ranging In. Paradise valley. The
la not quite over but one day
there were four hundred more lambs
than ewea In two herda of about 3,000,
which the aheep men Bay la a very
extraordinary event. The herda In
Paradise valley and the Cave Creek
country are rapidly leaving and It
1m
expected they will all be gone by
(be flfat of April.
sea-Ho- n

a

.

for a month on a vHt to a brother
who la In buslneaa la that city. Since
Mr. Goldman sold his business In
Douglas he has traveled a great deal,
including a trip through California,
one to the City of Mexico and this
last one to Chicago and Kansa City.
.Mr. Goldman slated that he would
soon start a new building on his
property at Douglas, Just south of
the First National Bank. He Is much
pleased with the reports of the many
Improvements for Douglas this Bummer, and will do his share In putting
t
front building.
tip a fine
fifty-foo-

al-

Annual Denver

!

Automobile Show

'a

.

follo-

wing-named

1-- 2,
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Hunters Kill White Swan.
Laa Vegas nlmroda Sunday killed a

huge white swan while hunting at
the lakes north of the city near
Ten shots were fired before
the bird was finally keeled over. The
aquatlo fowl was brought to the city
and will be mounted.
The dead swan is a magnificent
specimen. It is pure white and quite
It
With wings outstretched
large.
measures over alx feet from tip to
tip. The bird will be stuffed by a
taxidermist at Colorado Springs.
Merrs. H. P. Smith. A. E. Littler.
J. P. Earickson and Emmanuel Hen
rltuez composed the party of hunters
who bagged the swan. Mr. Henrttue
has the credlto of killing the bird,
having shot It in the back of th
neck. A number of wild ducks were
also bagged.
Wa-trou-

Toture by Savagts.

"Speaking of the torture to which
some of the savage tribes In the
subject their captives, re-- '
minds me of the intense suffering I
endured for three months from Inflammation of the Kidneys." says W.
M. Sherman, of Cushlnsr. M
"Noth
ing helped me until I tried Electric!
Hitters, tbree bottles of which completely cured me. Cures I.lver Complaint, Dyspepsia. Wood disorders an1
Malaria; and restores the wesk and
nervous to rohttst health. Guaranteed
by all druggists. Price B0c.
Phil-Ipptn-

s.

CLASSIFIED ADVEnTISir.Q
this column will
5 cents
per line per insertion ar 20 cents psr
line per week. Count six words to
the line. To Insure insertion In classified column ds must be in the composing room by 10 o'clock a. m. on day
of Insertion.
Classified sdvertising
rrtuat be paid for in advance. The
account is too small to carry on the
Advertisements

bo charged for

V. T, Mnvllle, the contractor has
commenced the erection of a five room
brick cottage with bath and all modern conveniences, on his lot south of
the residence occupied by District
Attorney R. M. Turner, at Silver City.
:

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undesigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
s

WALDING. KINNAN

In

at the rate of

1--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
Homestead Entry, No. 4970.
Itch.
Department of the Interior, Land OfAll these diseases are attended by
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Feb-

intense Itching, which is almost Instantly releived by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by its continued use
a cure may be effected. It has, iu
fact, cured many cases that had resisted other treatment. Price 25 cents
per box. For sale by all druggist

books.

ruary 28, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named 'settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before United
States Court Commissioner at Las
Vegas, New Mexico,' on April 5, 1906,
viz.: Cruz Garcia, of San Miguel counN E
ty, New Mexico, for the N
S E
NE
and lot 2, Sec. 27, T.
13 N, R 22 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, vtx.:
Gregorlo Garcia, of Carazon, New
Mexico; Catarlno Atenclo, of Carazon,
New Mexico; Nlcanor Barbs, of Vn-laneuva, New Mexico; Epitaclo Quin-tanof Las Vegas, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
1-- 2,

MALE HELP WANTEO.
Men wanted;

wages paid, while
situations
learning barber trade;
guaranteed; special rate. Moler System College, Los Angeles, Calif.
8

FOR RENT.
FOR
RENT Furnished
with bath, with or without
Call at 1059 Sixth street.

rooms,
board.

FOR RENT
Furnished - rooms
for housekeeping. 714 Main.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for
housekeeping, 220 Grand, phone 346
.
red.
-

ron

BALI.

FOR SALE Ticket :o Los Angeles
on No. 1 Thursday. Vegas 'phone 238.
3140
FOR SALE Household furniture.
Call at 927 Fourth etreet.
3119
FOR SALE Horse, buggv and
Address P. O. box 336t

bar-nes- s.

FOR SALE Residence, 6 rooms A.
For
bath, in first class condition.
particulars apply 417 Tenth st., or D.
C. Winters, Winters Drug Co. '
FOR SALE
Fresh cow. Ask Per-rOnion at Greenhouse, or call up
Las Vegas phone 330.
' FOR SALE
Fresh cow, $45.00.
Inquire this office.

MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
k
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Inter
Roney'i Boys.
nnlly, acting directly upon the blood
The largest White Hons party snd and mucous surfaces of the aystem.
.
quite the most Interesting of many Testimonials sent free. Price 73 cents
yAra took place yesterday afternoon. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
hen, In response to Mrs. Roosevelt
Take Hall's Family Pills for conInvitations, sent out some ten day stipation.
WANTEO
sbo. f'0 children gathered In th est
room to listen to "Honey's Boys" con
WANTED
Experienced woman
l
Sehlff, who recently moved
cert company of Chicago, and Inter
howe
work, good salary
forgeneral
his family 'to Silver City, la hat In
ptirtnke of ice cream fnwen In th"!
to right party.
ana,
permanent
place
and specifications prepared for
to Mrs. Moser, 1016 Fifth 8L
hspe of Santa Clans snd other Christ- - plans
Apply
room
J. W. Murray of Cripple Creek, a nias
six
brick
handsome
h
cottage
novHtle. the party closing with w
recent arrival In Silver Cltv, has
ith bath and basement, to be erected
a Pnce In the east room.
to embark In the liquor busThe "ltoney Boys," Ave In number, on th northwest corner of the lot
WANTED
An experlnced general
iness and for that purpose rented wlio came from Chicago on the Invi- directly south of the M. W, Porter-fiH- d housework
in family of two. Apgirl
room
In the Luke Mecryan bloeit tation of Mrs.
the
residence.
Rooerett, wore vsrl
ply to Mrs. H. W. Green, 1023 Seventh
occupied by the Joe French restau ff fancy costumes French court
Street.
A Scientifis Wonder.
rant
Highland Scottfah, patriotic, cardm'
The cures that stand to its credit
and
cotleee gowns, choir
A Lively Twesle,
COTHSR CRAY'S
uniforms and the proerram would have mike Bncklen's Arnica Salve a scienwith that old enemy of the race. Con dor credit to any stste. During the tific wonder. It cured K. R. Mulford.
SWEET P0WDZR3
tipatlon, often ends In AppendlcltK music the president entered the room, lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry
FOR CHILDREN,
'Co fcvold all serious trouble with taking an Inconspicuous seat near the Waynesboro. Pa., of a distressing
A rwtts Oat tor rerertstM
He entered case of Piles. It tusls the worst
Stomach, Liver and Bowels, take Dr. treen room entrance.
Hlamarli TraaMra, Tretbmff
w 1
u4
blaatif r.. Bmk
Burn. Sores, Bolls, Ulcers, Cuta.
King's New Life Pllle. They perfect-l- thoroughly Into the spirit of .the
a Tola
ffmL'taOnria.
STRSiV.
111 Onuwmo, BMb
regnlate these organs, wlthont pslo
and enjoyed ever minute of Wounds. Chlllhlslna and Salt Rheum.
or discomfort. 26c at all druggists. the entertainment. Washington Post. Only SSc at all druggists.
Dm Tot cm. A. S. OUMTC0. U Bey. N t.

"Money is like powder it has no power
until set off."
Beecber

1-- 4,

But to merely "set off powder, or
money, is not to make either serve
a purpose. And of the two things
in reckless hands .
powder

1-- 4,

1--

V
a,

.

3-- 5

is rather less dangerous.
If, in business ventures of any
sort, you are ready to "set off"
some money
-

:"

r-

."

-

.

Thomas M. Raynolds, .fireman at the
federal building in Santa Fe, hae been
appointed a ranger on the Pecan forest reserve. ,

Sot it off in tho
form of public-it-

& PATTY

y
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E31DGE STREET
POUTING, R00P1N9
AND OALVAN
IZID IRON WORK.
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In which It reaches Its

greatest power!

A Trial Order It Solicited
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Rev. 8. M. Nlckle, wife" and two
tgrvwa daughters arrived la Silver
nty Wednesday from Kingfisher,
OkU and will make .their future
hotae there as Mr. Nlckle hat accept
ed the pastorate of the First M. E.
church la that city.

i

8-- 4

-

dian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Palo Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
beet of llnlmenta." If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm
trial
and you are certain to he more than
pleased with the prompt relist which
It affords. One application relieve
the pain. For sale by all druggists.

re

1--

Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy In His House.
"We would not be without Cham-berlalnIt Is ke(;
Cough Remedy.
on hand continually In our home. '
ays W. W. Kearney, ed'tor of thj In
dependent, Lowrey City, Mo. That is
The
Denver, Colo., March 27,
Just what every family should do. Annual Denver Automobile
Rees Herndon left Monday evening
Show,
When kept at hand ready .or Instant
his home In Ordway .Colorado,
for
use a cold may
checked st the sanctioned by the N. A. A. M. and after closing up contracts for the deoutset and cured in much' leas time M. & A. M., will be held In this city livery of a large number of cattle
than after It has boc vne settled in in the Coliseum Hall, April 18 to at Silver City for the Lyons.' and
the system. This remedy Is also with 21
inclusive, under the management Campbell Cotnmlsion company. .
out a peer for croup In children, and
of 0. A. Wahlgreen, publisher of
will prevent the attack when given
Doctors Are Puzzt d.
soon aa the cold becomes hoarse, or Motor Field."
The remarkable recoveiy of- Ken-- !
even after the croupy coupht appears,
The coliseum hall will be elaborat- neth Mclver, of Vanceboro, Me., Is!
which can 'only be done when the
ely and properly decorated for the the suoject of much Interest to the
remedy U kept at nud. Fot sale by occasion.
medical fraternity and a wide circle
til druggists.
The Denver Automobile Shows are of friends. He says of his case:
attended by dealers and automobllo "Owing to severe inflammation of the
, Frank Koon of Silver City has purenthusiasts from all parts of Colora- Throat and congestion . of the Lungs,
chased the quarter, block adjoining do and, adjoining states.
three doctors gave roe up to die,
as a last resort, I was Induced
the R. M. Turner residence on the
when
All the leading makes of automonorth snd will erect a handome cot- biles, mortor
Dr. King's New Discovery and
to
try
and
accessories
cycles
I am happy to say. It saved my li
tage thereon.
will be shown.
Great Interest is manifested in the Cures the worst Coughs and Colds
Afflicted with Rheumatism.
Lungs
Western Automobile field, In the Den- Bronchitis, Tonsllltls, Weak
e.
. "J was and am yet afflicted with
Guar
ver show, a It opens the season Hoarseness and rd
an teed at all druggists. 50c and $1.00
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne. for a wide territory. '
'
editor of the Herald. Addtngton, InTrial bottle free.
Always

hereby given that the
settler has hind none
of bU Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, aud that md
proof will be made before L. S. Court
Commissioner at Las Vega. N. M , on
Is

o

Over
Tombstone there has
ready been some talk about the promotion of a Fourth of .Tulv celebration. Speaking of the pronosed cele"A
bration the Prospector says:
matter was suggested stated that
number of our citizen to whom the(
they were willing, to contribute lib-- J
erally for such a celebration, and,
from all appearance, quite a good
sum could be rataed. There is no.
reason why Tombstone cannot have
nd enter
a first class celebration
tain the citizens of the county. The
matter should be pushed along. By
starting in now a good celebration
could be arranged for that would attract hundreds of people. The day
Is not any too distant to call a meeting and have the matter take definite shape. By all means let us
have, a good old celebration."

BACK FROM EASTERN VISIT
Ben Ooldman has returned to Doug-lafrom Chicago, where he had been

Notice

follo-

FOR FOURTH

In

VMM.

wing-named

Wilbur.
PREPARING

winter.

May 4. IftiiC; viz.: Joe Etmebio Archumonths of Summer its wandering pains and twitchleta, of San Miguel couuty, X. M., tr
the S.
N. W.
Sec. 1. S. E 11,
ing nerves are felt by those in whose blood the uric
N. E.
K.
Y
S.
E.
Sec i,
acid, which produces the disease, has accumulated.
T. 14. N R. 20 E.
Rheumatism is a disease that involves the
He names the following witneiwea
to prove ola continuous residence upsystem. Its primary cause results from the
on and cultivation of said land, viz;
failure of the eliminative organs, the Liver, KidJesus Ma. Vlibarrl. Santiago Archuneys and Bowels, to. carry out of the system the
leta, Matlas Aragon. LuU Puloinluu,
all of Tuloso via Las Vegas, N. M
urea, or natural refuse matter. This coming in
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
contact with the different acids of the body forms
3105
uric acid which is taken .up and absorbed by the
blood. This acid causes fermentation of the blood,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
making it sour and unfit for properly nourishing
Last Summer I had a severe attaok of InflammaHomestead Entry, No. 8844.
the body, and as this vital stream goes to every tory
Rheumatism la the knees, from whloh I was
nook and corner of the body, the poison is distrib- unable to leave my room for several months. I Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Febtreated by two dootors and also tried differuted to all parts. The nervous system weakens was
ent kinds of liniments and medioinos whloh
ruary 28, 1906. '
from lack of rich, pure blood, the skin becomes fe- seemed to relieve me from pain for awhile, but at Notice la hereby given that the
same time I was not any nearer getting well.
settler has filed notice
verish and swollen, the stomach and digestion are the
One day while reading a paper I saw an adverof
to make final proof
Intention
his
I
deoidod
8.
of
Rheumatism.
8.
for
8.
tisement
fails
and a general diseased
affected, the appetite
In
his
onoe.
of
I
After
a
It
at
I
to
which
did
claim, and that said
had
support
give
trial,
condition of the entire system is the result
taken three bottles I felt a great deal better, and proof will be made before United
Not only is Rheumatism the most painful of I continued to take it regularly nntU I was en- States Court Commissioner at Las
oured, I now feel better than I have for Vegas, New Mexico, on
all diseases, with its swollen, stiff joints, throbbing tirely
April 5, 1908,
CHA8. E. OILDER8LEEVE.
years.
viz.:
of
San Miguel
Matlas
Aragon,
613
82nd Btreet, Newport News, Va.
muscles and stinging nerves, but it is a formidable
county. New Mexico, for the N W
and dangerous trouble. If the uric acid is allowed
Sec. 25, T 15 N, R 20 E.
to remain in the blood, and the disease becomes chronic, chalky deposits form at the joints, He names the following witnesses
and they are rendered immovable and stiff, and the patient left a helpless cripple for life. ' to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Every day the poison remains in the system the disease gets a firmer hold. The best time Juan Mares y Ortiz, Benigno
Martin
to get rid of Rheumatism is in warm weather; because then the blood takes on new life and ez, Manuel Jlmlnez y Flores, Sebert-anthe skin is more active and can better assist in the elimination of the poisons. With the
Baca, all of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
time
force
acid
of
to
build
the
and
and
the
out
same
the
at
blood,
proper remedy
up
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
strengten the Liver, Kidneys, Bowels and other organs of the body, Rheumatism can be permanently cured. External applications relieve the pain and temporarily reduce the inflamNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mation, and for this reason are desirable, but they cannot have any effect on the disease.
The blood is poisoned and the blood must be treated before a cure can be effected.
Homestead Entry, No. 6066.
S. S. S., a remedy made from roots, herbs and barks, is the best treatment for Rheuma- Department of the Interior, Land Of
tism. It goes into the blood and attacks the disease at its head, and by neutralizing the acid fice at santa r e, New Mexico, .February 28, 1906.
and driving it out, and building up the sour blood so it can supply nourishment and strength Notice
Is hereby given that the
to every part of the body, it cures Rheumatism permanently. , S. S. S. is the only safe cure
settler has filed notice
for the disease; being purely vegetable, it will not injure the system in the least, as do of his Intention to make final proof
those medicines which contain Potash or some other mineral ingredient. S. S. S. tones up in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before United
every part of the body by its fine tonic properties. States Court Commissioner at Las
While cleansing the blood of all poisons it builds up the Vegas, New Mexico, on April 5. 1906,
appetite and digestion, soothes the excited nerves, re- viz.: Jose R. Lucero, of San Miguel
New Mexico, for the N
duces all inflammation, relieves pain and completely county.
S W
N W
N W
and N W
cures Rheumatism in every form Muscular, InflammaN E
Sec. 8, T.14 N, R 20 E.
tory, Articular or Sciatic. If you are worried with the He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence upon
nagging pains of Rheumatism, do not wait for it to be to
cultivation of said land, viz.:
and
come chronic, but begin tne use or o. o. t. ana purge Marcos
Costillo, Placido Lucero, Althe blood of every particle of the poison. Write for our book on Rheumatism, and ask our bino Sena,
Albino B. Gallegos, all of
Chaperlto, JN ew Mexico.
physicians for any advice you wish. We make no charge for either.
''IMS' SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA, QA. 3JS MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
en-ti-

tendance, representing the national
association, and will speak at euch
session of the convention.

publican, The republican campaign
la being directed by R. A. Kirk, formerly of Douglas. Kirk, It will be
remembered, had charge of the Republican forlorn hope In Douglas In
the fall of 1904. J. J Bnen la at
the bead of the democratic committee
and the outlook la most promising
for a complete victory for the demo-crat-

i

the Arizona Sunday
3--

a.

,

jtl

in

Winter intensifies the pains and other disagreeable
symptoms of Rheumatism, it is by 110 means a
winter disease exclusively. Through the long

school association, which will be convened In the First Methodist church
In Phoenix, April
The Maricopa
county convention will he Joined
Kith the larger meeting this year.
Interest In the gathering la increased
by reason of the fact that Mrs. Mary
Foster Bryner, of Peoria, III., international field worker, will be in at-

so-ner- y

as

co:.::.:o;i in su:::.:er

f

Homestead Entry, No. 5543.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Ft?, S. M , .March J J,

While trie damp, cold, changing weather of

SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
A meeting that is being
eagerly
looked forward to by thotte Interested in the work is the tenth annual

MORTAL'S PROSPEC- TTae new town of Portal bid fair
to become a real city. It la nine mile
north of the town of Rodeo, on the
In the wouth of
road to
haa
Perhatw
Cave Canyon.
dea-tineubatantlal
with
the
to
do
little
of the town, but there la the most
glorious view ever obtained. The town
I
tls inilfB from Paradise, an! will

Pra1k

alcost as

MARCH 28. 19M.
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Cesspools and vtalie Cleaned, Disinfected and pat In a Thoroogh
condition. We exjjnlas cesspool a free of charge.

Seni-tnr-

y

IP

WEDNESDAY.

MAIUll

n

l.u.
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Divorce Law Congress

0
0
Held in Washington 0
0

Difficulties Encountered by Territorial Delegate in O
O
8ecuring Seat Overcome and Representative
0
of New Mexico Fully Recognized.
jjjj But all work looks the same when written on

a Typewritten

0
0

Correonleiu'e

to The Opdc. bu flm-i- l Hi a iterloil of resilience be
WaHhington. D. C. Vd 'h -.u
ili. fort) the right to sue can be acquired.
Plvorce Cungif h whHi vi-- em i ;i. The Massachusetts rule of three yean
Is recommended.
this
K:hpc1h
city
recently,
"An Innocent and injured wife seek-InTubln, at the lntHnce of Hon. W.
a divorce should not be compelled
nuuir . nun aiJllIlll'U Uy UUVtr to auk for a dissolution of the bonds
Hagerniun to represent New Mex-le- of matrimony, but should be allowed
at her option, to apply for a divorce
from bed and board.
Therefore, diThe principal object of this con- vorces a mensa should be retained
gress wan to 1Ihcum8 the memt feu where
already existing, and restored
able. methods of bringing abotr. a imi
where they have been abolished.
formity In the divorce law. of tne ar
"The cause of divorce would seem
ioug state In the union, with a view
he susceptible to classification into
to
to codifying the laws on this subject,
certain
groups. The Because should
and Improving them generally; the
conclusion of the congress and a pro- never be left to the discretion of the
but In all cases shoul l be clearposed code, to be submitted to the var court,
and
ly
specifically enumerated In the
Iouh legislatures for action
next
statute.
The following causes for diwinter.
seem
to be in accordance with O
vorce
Mr Tohln an. the ouenln day of the
modern
views:
session prnented his credential. Hi?
"Ante-nuptia- l
causes. Physical dehad previously been Informed that oband affinity, propfects,
consanguinity
jections would be raised' to territories
former
marriage, fraud,
limited,
erly
conIn
the
being given representation
unknown to
or
force
Insanity
coercion,
gress, so he was not surprised when
other
the
party."
upon presenting his credentials the
"Post-nuptia- l
causes. Infidelity, Intemporary presidlug officer. William
tolerable
H. Staake, refused to recognize them,
cruely. wilful desertion for
two
he
of
hopeless Insanity of hus- O
years,
was
that
the
that
opinion
stating
band.
the territories had no right there: that
a territorial delegate In congress had
"Conviction of crime slioud not be a
do vote, that this divorce congress cause, unless such conviction has been
was national in its scope, and had con- followed by a continuous imprisonment
vened to dlscu'ss state laws. Mr. for at least two years. A decree snouia
Tobln thereupon demanded admis- not. b aranted a. v. m. for Insanity
sion, and the matter was referred to arising after marriage. Dessertion
the committee on credentials. This should not be a cause for divorce un
committee reported favorably, holding less persisted in for a period or at
least two years.
that the territories had a right to
as the territorial legis"A divorce should not be granted
latures passed laws on the matter of unties the defendant has been given
divorce. Mr. Tobln was then without full and fair opportunity by notice
further delay given a seat in the con- brought home to him to have nts uay
gress, with the right to speak on all in court when his residence Is known
questions, to submit motions, offer res- or can be ascertained. Any one named
olutions or propose amendments, but as correspondent should In all cases
without the right to vote. The report be give an opportuity to interpieaa. a
of the committee was almost unani- nower of attorney duly acknowledged,
mously adopted. After Mi. Tobin ha-- should in all cases be essential to an
Recured his seat as dele gate, he of appearance by the attorney for either
fered an amendment to the effect that nartv. Hearings and trials snouia at
all acts passed or adopted by ttue con- ways be before the court, and not be- or
Vf
gress wherein the word "States" oc 1)1 14 (1 II .. utH5mi vonrnsetliat
I W
"J"
curred, that immediately after saH it. A decree should not be granted W
word "States" the words "And the unless the cause is shown by afflrTerritories of th United States.". be mative. proof aside from any admis- '"serted. Tills' amendment was car- sions on the part of the respondent.
ried by a lrrse majority, thus virtual"A final decree dissolving the mar
ly investing the territorial represent- riage tie so completely as to permit.
ative with full rights, powers and pri- the marriage of either party, snouia
vileges in the congress. This was a not be entered until the lapse of a
great victory for New Mexico. The reasonable time after a decree niso
fact that a duly commissioned repre- has been granted, following a hearing
sentative from this territory had to pu or trial upon the merits of the cause.
forth such s'renuous efforts, as did The Wisconsin, Illinois and California
Mr. Tobin, to secure a seat in the rule of one year is reasonable.
congress, and thn further remon-etiation- s
"The delegates called on President
to be given a voice in it Roosevelt this afternoon, being introdeliberations, should be evidence that duced bv Governor Pennypacker. The
in
New Mexico is C3 keenly anxious for
president wished them godspeed
moral progress and improvement as their work. He made no formal re- is any other state or territory in the
union, and that she is fully aware that
"Francis Tracy Tobin, a member of
to
Is
menace
a
laws
in
divorce
laxity
the Philadelphia bar, is a contestant
any community and can only invite for a seat in the divorce law congress,
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the number of parts the ordinary Typewriter
therefore
the opportunity to get
has only
has,
out of repair.
one-eig- nt

one-eig- ht

Qczzo Qccd Pcfcto

,il,rj!1

0

more easilv. more surelv. more clearly
than any other typewriter. It will stand five times the

Jjj

$
0

Ocvco tlo GccS to

Year

Qtzo

0

.

0

as an absolute necessity by all
progressive accoui tants, auditors, mauufactir-ers- ,
bankers and business men generally . .

It Is recognized

0
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ap-

I RubkoE Qtamp Wotfio
0
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The Optic has in'connection a manufacturing- estab- hshment for making Kubber stamps ot all descriptions,
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Fine Stencil Markers, complete
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Meals, Good Service.

Soabord Hotel
oo

n,

cniOK

H. W. HOUF Osteopathic phy New Machinery for Making Crushed
Granite For
sician, office, Olney block; hours.
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones, Las
CEMENT. WALKS.
Vegas 41, Colorado 175. Sunday
The best quality. All work guaran- hours by appointment

teed. '
Estimates given on brick and atone
buildings.
.

J. C. JOHNSEN (SL SON
UNDERTAKERS AND LICENSED EMBALMERS

Lbs Vosas Light
and Fusl Co. C3te

7t:hw Oresk and
CriXsnt Itzap Coal,
also Csko. IVii oil-ot- h
end fetalJ.

Us

Vsjras

its vdis

DAVIS,

faoasitt

m

Wbolssals

ud

rns,

BetaU Deaiar
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BaldlorM

Foundry & Michinc Shops

Rnnnlnsr Printtnc Presses.

pun,idrie.

.

Waeal

Oolors4os4 Wbeat orfcalcU
LAS VISAS N. M.

Las Vefias Iron Works
Union Gasoline Engine, the
Most Dtatrable Power.
AtAViir Onaollno
Ensnnes for

la

0

Blflhest saafe prtof.

Wnt

s

4. H. SMITH, Pre

to.

B

C PITTENGER,

'

WON WRITMa,
FICTU"! FRAMING,

ASllf

WALL
.

FAINTS,

COD
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CiZm OTCZi7.

ADLON. Prop.

WM. BAASCH
PHONE 77
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Rcoch Retcrt
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A quiet, healthful resort lxk
miles south of Las Vegaa oa the
Santa FeR.R. Main Building:
Old Spanish Mission, with all
modem Improvements.
Tent
Cottages: For Incipient cases
Ranch of 3300 acres.
only.
beautiful scenery, saddle ponlee
in selected cases; nerd of regie,
tered Jersey milch cows.
Address: Or. P. J. Farmer, Re
mere, N. M. Tel. Celo. 487, OF
Center Slock Drug Star.

NATIONAL AVE

Only Black and White
Funeral Car In La Vega

Sixth St. Opposite City Hall. Colo. Phone, .258

4

WALLACE

Las Vegas 'Phone 289.

Orlndlns? MUls. Pnmplns; Out.
flta. Wood 8wtns;, isiectric
T
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PA LAGS
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GO.

SIDEWALKS

OEMEtfT
STONE

PHYSICIAN.
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MRtT CLASS WORKMIN
uaeom Avenue

Knights of Columbus meet every
and fourth Tuesday of th
month at the Fraternal Brotherhood
J. E.
hall. Visitors welcomed.
0. K.; Frank, Stress, F. 8.

Daily Optic, Las Vegas, N. M.
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SKOP

0. L StMMV, Pm.

President.
Miss Katie Burchell. Secretary.
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BARBER

PARLOR

JAMES N. COOK.
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once go always.
t&tt
Luxurious Jtooms, Fine

The Fraternal rotherhood, No. 102,
meets every Friday night at their
ball In the Schmidt building, west of
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock. VlslUng
members are always welcome,

g WptiCD

...

u

Who so to the,

each month In the Woodman ball-e- n
Sixth street at 8 o'clock. Mrs. Emma
Berringer, F. M.; W. 0. Koogler,

Cstb Phsstsa
21.

"
,

. New Mexlee.

.

DR.

O

:

Call on or address

first and third Tuesday evenings of

0

fe

:

bnUd- -

Fraternal Union of America, Meets

can-AiAat-

a

Castsrn Star, Regular communication second and fourth Thursday even
DR. 0. L. JENKINS,
Ings of esch month. All visiting brothDentist
ers and sisters art cordially Invited.
Mrs. J. B. Reed, worthy matron;
8. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emma Rooms 8 and 4. new Hedgcock
In. 114 Douglas Avenue,
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. A. M. Howell,
Tress.
ASSAYING.

F. E. Barnes, chief of records; F. D Santa Fe.
Fries, collector of wampum.
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8 THE SIEBER & TRUS5ELL MANUFACTURING CO.
0
MAKERS OF
0
0
0 LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
0
LEDGER is the most powerful,
0
rHEIR PERPETUAl
durable and lightest on the market. It lias
0
no sharp corners or edges that roar the desk. It
0
opens and closes quicker than any other. Its compactness permits the writing surface, when in use, to lie closer
0
to the desk than any other binder. By its improved
0
clamping and expanding mechanism the round back
0
ways remains in the center whether the book is used at
0
its maximum or minimum capacity of leaves, thus giving
0
it a beautiful and symmetrical appearance. The binder
can be firmly locked on one or one thousand leaves, and
0
one or more leaves can be inserted or removed without
0
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Redman meet In Fraternal Brother
W. W. Corbet
lontf as the best of all the other typewriters. It is wel- - jjj hood Hall, every second snd fourth 0. A. Collins.
CORSIT 4 COLLINS
co ned by the operator for it lessens the work and makes 0 Thursday sleep at the eight n run
Auivlna.
to
welcome
and Mining Eaglneern
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Irrigation
always
avil,
Visiting
it look better,
u. B. Deputy Mineral uurveyrag.
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ren cordially Invited tc attend. P. La
Frank tprlngsr, Attorney at law.
Due. N. 0.; C. W. G. Ward, Office la Crockett
building, Las
V. G I T, M. El wood, secretary;
W. Vi as, N. M.
E. Crttei, treasurer: C. V. liedxcock.
I. V. Lena. Attorney at law. Offlca
cemetery trustee,
I
Wymaa block, Us Vegas, N.
M.
Meets first and third
. W, 0. I
Monday evenings, each month, at
ARCHlTICTt.
Knights of Pythias Hall. VUlting
brothers art cordially Invited.
HOLT 4 MART,
U. D. PLAiiC. Exalted Ruler.
ArchltaeU and Civil Engineers.
T, E. BLAUVKLT. Sec.
Maps and surveys made, building
and construction work of all kinds
Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. 4 A. M, planned and superintended.
Office,
Regular communications ist and 3rd Plata, Las Vegan Phone 14.
Thursdays In each month. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. C. D.
DKNTIlTi
Boucher. W. M.: Charles IL Boor- Establlshel 1888.
leder, Secretary.
Dr. F. R. LORD, Dentlat,
Successor to
Rtbtkah Ledge, I. 0. 0. F.. meets
second and fourth Thursday evenlugs
Dr. B. M. Williams.
of each month at the 1. O. O. F. hall.
fim 8, Center Blk. Us Vegas. N. M.
Mrs. Mattie 8. Garllck, noble grand;
Dr. I. L. Hammond, Room T Crock.
Mrs. I.lilu Hedgcock,
Mm
Jt
building. Hours 8 to It, and 1:81
Clara. Dell, secretary; Mrs. Sarah
to 8. Both phones at office and
Roberts, treasurer.
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it having a touch of reg
ular eastern March weather todny.
PIim Social by Rebekah club at
0. F. hall Thursday night.
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There were no train today on
count of the wrecks and washouts
the Santa Fe.
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Removes Stain or Tarnish

New Mexico

Regular price

Commercial Club

2Co

for a large box

planting your garden call at

With one pound of Fresh Roasted

UiUfQ

Coffee.

Burglar Captured

4MfcYIYfrYte

sold the Mrs. Molese property on
Eighth street to Jennie Bebra.

The thief who entered the Commer
cial club on the evening j of March
Jose Manuel Valdet died from para10th and burglarized the room of
bola at hit horn at Teeelate yo
Alfred
Luckett, who has appartments
day at the age of eighty years.
in the building Is thought to have
The Retail Clerks' union had a very been 'captured and Is now confined
successful meeting last night and
in the Jail at 'Pueblo.
;
four new1 members were received.
was
aa
lie
a suspicious
picked up
WAN TEE An experienced genera! character while loitering on the streets
housework girl in family of two. Ap- of Denver and when taken to the 1
ply to lira. H. W. Green 1023 Seventh police station ho was searched and
a pass from Las Vegas to Albuquer
street
que bearing Rip Track Foreman AlA marriage license baa been grant fred Luckett' name, was found with
ed to Bernabe Gonzales and Ruperta other auspicious articles. He had no
Montoya both of Las Vegas, by the right to be carrying the pass and an
immediate investigation was made.
county clerk;
it was learned that he was wanted
The Crystal Ice compnny has re- at Pueblo for robber first and he was
duced the price on ice In quantities of taken to that city and Incarcerated In
2.000 JbsV'br over from 25c. to 20c. See the Jail, and latter the officers re
our ad oh page 6.
3 200
ceived Information that he was want
ed on a charge of burglary at La
The Ladles' Aid society and
Junta and on two charges in this
league are preparing to serve city. ;
dinner A&d supper. April
and 4th,
The prisoner Is a white man, aged
nt Biehl's store, 608 Douglas avenue.
about twenty years and gave his
name aa Frank Coon,' which is un
doubtedly assumed. He oroteets his
Ashvllle (N. C.) Citizen Enormous Innocence and says the
pass was
a quartette of rare
slven to htm.
Jndlence, their
way Into the hearts of
The officers of surrounding cities
the audience delightful
entrtsin will soon be furnished
with ohoto- roent Roney's Boys,
graph and descriptions of the man
and it is the opinion that he will be
The remain g of W. M. Hoover of
here.
The thief showed
recognized
Bridgeport. Ala., who auccumbed to great familiarity with the Interior
of
In
tnlMfrculosia
1he waiting room of
the Commercial club in hla robbery
the Banta Fe depot here, were burled
of that place.
today in .the Catholic cemetery.
He entered Luckett's room an
a ten dollar bill, railroad pass
secured
There was quite a heavy snow fall
and
several
other articles of Intrlns.
last night at about midnight and
there wa still snow on the roofs this value and afterwards threw the young
man's cuff buttons on the billiard
morning at five o'clock. It aeems as
table,
having discovered by the light
if winter is reluctant to leave.
In that room that they bore his In
"What a Woman Will Do" will ap- itals. He also broke open the money
pear at the Duncan on the evening of box In the billiard room and secured
three or four dollars In cash. His
n
April 4th; Sanford Dodge, the
worst offence was in rifling the mall
on
traredlan will bo here
box
and opening several letters adon
"Human
Hearts"
5th;
April
April
10 and Roney Boyg on the night of dressed to the secretary of the club,
containing checks for the payment
April 12.
of dues. For this offence the govern
An express car passed through the ment will take a hand in his prosecu
"
city this afternoon on No. 10 In which tlon. The other offence for whi"
were some line racing horses on their Is wanted In this city is supposed io
was from Los Angeles to the Wood- be the robbery of a local store, which
land's stock farm at Brighton, Mo. was never made public.
They were owned by B. Pchrleber, a
sportsman, and had been CLARK ROAD TIED
at the. races at Los Angeles. The
; UP iY WASHOUTS.
hones were: Inspector Halpln, Ten-tiSheriff Williams, Marlon Rose,
Salt Lake, March 28. The Tribune
Adela, Silvia, Talpot, Pinkerton, Mln says today that
through service on
'
(flora and Horace E.
the Clark road' will not be resumed be
fore May 15th. One hundred miles of
A Mighty Hunter.
track has been washed out by the
Please have vour "Sharp' iuip ib,a flmula w Atrmat miHt wn.li Mm
name at least Is 8harp) town editor, both ends has been started.
to
in
toe Tuinre get aown
facts and not believe anything at..
"8cottle. the king of the desert
Joker will tell him. You say in yuor mine" will show in this city on the
Item Monday night In regsrd to he night of April 18 with a company of
duck hunt that we almost froze to twenty-twactors, his mule and his
death. Now if Sparp was sharp he dog besides a number of Santa Pe
would know that In any event we
specials.
would have enough "hot stuff" along
The center of attraction will be
to keep warm.
Seottle" hrmself as big as life, money
Furthermore it never rained nor and all. It seems that the warrant
did It bull at the
TKivthlnsr
but Issued for the arrest of the only
hot and I for one killed enong. Waler Scott on
charge of
t'ueks to be fe!e to send a nice mess murder, which was noisedattempted
abroad
to a friend of mine but the next time
through the ureas was only another
will nhoot enough td send a number
It seems that
advertising dodge.
to The Optic.
"SeoUle" Is only doing his killing m
. t . . ...11...
I V
.
I . nrnnia.
ludwlg W. llfeld.
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Satisfactory Work and Prompt Service
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BLort order work a specialty.
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Coupon books worth
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for 11.50.

17; Colorado, 81
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washed.

looking Glasses Rf slivered at

BARNEY

WARNER'S

"The Handy Man."
St. Vegas Phone

514 Grand Avsmm.

S.

REPAIRING

Mattress Making, Upholstering.
Varnishing, Staining, Carpet Cleaning and Layln, Lace Curtains

J. B. STOUT

Mrs.

615 Main

442.
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i Como

three qualifications should be con

everlasting Taffeta Silks
l.i changeable and plain

eldered, Purity, Freshness and Price.
The three conditions are to be met
with here.' If you have looked over
our line of Sundries, they possess

Special inall

greater qualifications of quality than
'
any other, sold In the city.

Wool
Novelty
36 inch Dress Goods
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LAS VEGAS EXCLUSIVE DRY
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IN BUYING DRUGS,

GOODS STORE
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SUBSCRIBE NOW. reduced to 50c a yeer

HOUSE PHARMACY
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The Designer.
HENRY LEVY. 517 6th St

ACENT
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STANDARD PATTERNS.

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO
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Talk

About
What
Men

Tko Pairo Mountain Zfeo

Should

Tkst nicdo Lea Vczsa Fazcsa

Wear

For

RETAIL PRICES

Spring

Per loo lbs.

It's the opinion of all swell dresssrsthat
Hart Shaffher & Marx spring showing of
--

1,000

men's suits are far superior to any other
make. The style, quality and workmanship
of these clothes can not be excelled. A complete line

200
SO

.

pounds or more, each delivery

to

1,000

pounds, each delivery

........ ....

to 200 pounds, each delivery....

2O0

250

Less than (0 pounds, each delivery..

..40o

At GREENBERGER'S.
A&csa

o

Office

Pubq Go.

420 Douglas Avenue.
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j Do You Enjoy Good Meat? f

o

One of the most satisfactory things that the housewife can
place
before the family Is good meat-m- eat
that Is nice and tender Such
meat 1 always enjoyed. It Is such meat that TURNER
elth.
er In Kansas City or Native Meats. If you buy one ordersells,
of meat
from us, you will place Turner" on your telephone list for
an
every day call. Just try it once. Fresh fish every week and th.
.
lest poultry obtainable,

o

Doth Phone 84

o
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Thoroughly RenoTstMl and
Newly FumiHhed Throughout
Ktrictly Finl Clua and Modern in IS Appolntmitatg bm-p- i
Boom in OonseoUon.
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Made from Minnesota Bard Wheat. :: f you want the very best
ASK FOR RICHELIEU.
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Yes, they have arrived. Bulk Sweet Pea
seeds, and flower seeds in packages, also
garden seeds and onion sets. Before

"QWDCmj"

company

bri

1

I mm

The Ifluke Milling company hag
Suspicious Character A' retted in Denver
new aiatlonary engineer who arrived
Havinj Santa U Pass Stolen From
today from Iowa.
All Luckett m Hit PosMsaion.
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Us Vcjts

retail liquor license baa been
granted to the Arm of SHva A Silva,
of the west tide.
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Si.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00
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35c, 40c, 45c, 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c,
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Generally fair tonight
and Thursday.
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